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Ceziter in 1:ducation of Handicapped Children has seen'esiablishd 0
1

,-.:,..

* , ... , ,
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concentrate .op, intervention strategies and material's which develop and
. 0 .

. ,

improW language and comniVilication skills in young'hendicapped "Cppdren.,
. ..f ..

The long term objective' of the Center is to,impr6ve tW language.-.

and communication abilities of handicapped children by meads of iden,-

tificatiog Of linguistically and potentially. linguistically handicapped

children,' development 'and evaluation Of interventionkstrategies vith

young handicapp.ed,children and dissemination of findings' and produCts

of bedefit t o yo handicapped children.
s* :
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-While education cf the handicapped child in he Soviet Union Is an'old and
1 _

, .---,3I 0

well-established discipline (D'ipchkov, 1968), educational programming and-issxcho-
,

S. , 1 ,
, .

1, . A

logical 'research wiih chii.den, specifically classifiid-is "tekporerily retarded

.? ?-,, .' "
. ..

.

psychologicalpsy,chOlogical development" (TRPD), the clOsest:Seviet equivalent to."learning
. ,

. 0
.1

disable4," is of relatively

-

recent origin. '
--..4.

Thus,-the first.major.conference

'ago, i 1969 : ondeir the auspices :of the National Institute of Defectology. The
\/ ,

proceedings of its huconference`, publishednder the title children with .

convened. for the specific purpose of consid4ing the. physiological, psychological. t . -

and pedagogical*characteristicsof childrehnwitht TOD was held only five. years

'Temporary Reta rdatiom in\ Development" (Vlasova and Pevztler, 1971),,consisted
.

.
.( 4 . ,

-:primaril of reports of research of ii-octinidal And pedagogical nature. The -'
.

:-. primary eillphasistin these reports was placed on issue4rof syndrOme.definition,
...

1 ,\. classification', ar41`differential diagnosis, topics which continue to command a.:"

s
f

major shape ofthe attention of Soviet.defect9logists.
. -

-,

In the.period since this first conference, however, a numftiLof experi-
[ $. i

. . .i

mental,patie

,

,

chologlical investigations of the performance ,,of TRPD children, usually,
...,

1
The preparittion of portions of this review-wax supported by'1 theUniversittof
Minppsota Research., DevelopM9t Demonstration Center in EducatiOn of
Handicapped children on grant #0 -332189-4533 (032) fromiehe Bureau of
Education for -the4Handicapped, U. Office b Educatiowand by the-University of

I Minnesota Office of internitIonal Programv.-.' '-''

Theauthor wishes to
of Chico o Sirvey of
Nathemft cs for his
material on'wkich th

expses1 his thanks'io Professor I. Wirzup of the University
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parison-to thattof their successfully ,achieving and/,or mentally retarded

(M1) agg ma.tesohave also been reporqd. Akthogh,such studies. are,stilI.b.k,n4
.

. e
"means numerous, the are extremely varied fusing on individuar'diferences

in attention, visual percaption, memory, auditky ind.visdal.comprehension,
r

e
1

and,other psychological processes identtfiea as possible loci for learning dis-,

. .
I. , . . '

.

.-

abilieits associated with school'failu're. 'Furthermore these studies i-llustrate-
).

a particular psycho-philo phical perspective and, orientation toward both educe-
, ..

-
.

..v...:

tionai programming and empirical research which, for the most pgre,Silve pot; .

_,
. i

. 4
, been seriously considered in the western literature onIthelearning disabled; -

. . .

in order to deal as broadly as Pbssible with all of these various aspectsr-
.0.,

, of,Soviet work, TRPD, this review will be organized into_a-nrber of major
,

1 .-
,

V ' t
"'sections. ?he first section will provide an overview of themgeneral pqrspective

and verall Structure o o itt 4eclal.edudation (with particular reference

to learning disabilities) and itS'relationship to Soviet-psydhology.and philo-
,

sophy. .The second 'section will concentrate on issues involved in the definition

k)f the TRPD syndrOme and in t he clinical characterfzatiOn of TRPD as it has

been outlined ifftiheSoviet.t iterature. Tnis will then be followed. in turn by
A 4

a summary.ofthe Soviet"thegw,ticat approach to and research on problems of dif-

ferential diagnosis, an illustrative review of the published pedagogical and

experimental psychological reseaf withwth TRPD children, and; lastly, a brief

account of the.basic prA.nciplestof Sovitt educational programming for children

with learning problems. Hopefully, this approach will,provide'the reader with

an opportunity to yiew current and ?cure Soviet research on learning dis--

abilthes, in its proper historical; chological and educational context.

t
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The Nature'' of Soviet Spep41 Education and

its Relationship to soviet:Psycholosy and Philosophy

.
In th4 Soviet Union, as perhaps nowhere elet, philosophical considerations'. ,.

r 4
have strongly. influenced psychological theory (cfs, Payne,1968, for.an interest-

.1'

4.5-
. ,.$

. . yl.
ingidiscussion of this interaction ),And psychOlogioal theory has, in turn;

%
i,

_f

helpIWT to determine educational practice. 'Educational' methilid, in other wards
,-.
N

.----N
.,

. . A.

.

has to a great extent been explicitly justified in,terms'of the,mAjor character-
9

istics of the Sovietview of the psychological development of man, which, in

turn, has been justified by a reasonably coherent and unified set of u riying,

.

philosoph)r11 principles. .This interdependence among philosophiCal, Ray'chological,

, -- ' ;> . . -"-c . .t

and educational principles is one of themost striking clirracteristics of
i

.

.Soviet re earch in the psychology and education of the handit'apped child. ,

When i taken together with the fact that Soviet.psychdlogi 1 theory con-
. .

tains many. points of similarity with the most recent trends In Western develop-
-,

mental, psychology such as the Piagetian'moVpment'and interest in infoigation

processing (Wozniak, 1975), it suggests the potential frfii fUlness
,.of

closely
`

examining Soviet special educational techniques. A summary of the major

4 ;,

characteiistics of current thinking in Soviet psychology and its philoophical

determinants with examples of the impiications,Oes6ch thinking for station Of

the Handicapped child will now be presented.. This will then be' followed by a

brief sketch of the institutional organization-of'Spvief special' education,

h

lectual Or anization of Sovi S ec Education and Ps cho?.Educational Re arch .

e.
In general, education and psychology in the USSR are marked by the,

.following major characteristics 1) a strong emphasis on the impoi-tan of

ptadtcai activity in an objective physical and social world in the development

of knowledge; 2) a concomitant- emphasis on the importance of conscious knowledge
4
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kr
in the direction of human activity; adialectical, genetic yierspective which

.

.
' argues: that inteLligent human action can only ko,understood in:its development,

f 0

and tabdevlopment proceeds bylAges, and ps an activg process; 4) a sod-a-

cultural perspective which emphaiiN.s trie importance of adult -child social

Interactions (particularly those involving the linguis,tit systematization of
.

Cul

actLyl:ty. 5)- a neuropsychological perspective which.Oketates that whatever

;k1
neUrologicalInowledge exists must be taken into account in understanding

Plerimeria, but without in any way- reducing the psychological
, t

- determinants to underlying neurological ones; and

1 knowledge) in the determination of the child's developing intelligent

'a complete rejection of.

standardized intelligent,' 1 testing in favor bf a clinical approach to individual
. .

, ),'-'

.

,

Practical Activi in= the DeVe

J

of Know led SoN!iet philosophy

/tenth, 1927) assumes both the existence of 'a real, material world independent

any knowing subject and the-progressive'adegUacy of bpth the individual's And

the society's knowledge of that world over time. Both the source and the criterion

of adequate knowledge is practical' activity. Human action in areal'world develops

-111d 'corrects man's knowledge.: For psychology, this implies that an understand-

of the character.istics,of human thinking can be obtained through an

Ntlysi.s of intelligent activity. The structure of human action becomes the

structure of hutnan thought.(Leont'ev,'1972). For education in general,. and

1
special edUcation in particular, this emphasis on action means both that diagnosis

111

of the nature of a child's developmental disabilities must-rely on an analysis

erns of activity and that intdrventive remedial efforts 'must include

active maliipulation of concrete materials in meaningful; ecologically

f.
eV
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` 1 . , :valid situations. Vocational training,is,"-of course, seen to this, light'
/5 , t

0
(A'iachkov, 1964). 'However, non vocational, academic programs must also

4 J° , i

deaigneg around practical,'life-like experiences for the ch'ileif, ifi thef9oviet
-AL
.c-,.

..-

, view, they'are to
.

attairOtheir/objective of developing the child's cognitive
i .

capabilities.

C

' 4 ,

Conscious Knowledge,AJd thet:Directio of Human. Acttvity. Jui4as:pr4tical
/ t

/ 6
;activity serves to correct ands develop Pit an consciousness, conscious know-,

. . ,

...-

ledge Is seen as'guiding and directing thelctivity by whi,ch man alter his,,
.

,

..°

own environment and consequently becomes capable of self development (Simon,

1957; Gal'perifi', 1957). For S4iet psychology, this imps es that the study of

behavior by itself, apart from a description of the knowledge which guides and

directs that behavior, is.fruitless. &proper understanding of'human action can
9

only come through study of that actin as intelligent, knowle e.- guided action,

-/

For spepiarducation, this that interventive,techniquee which attempt

. ,

to deal only with surface behavior while ignoring the child's unaersta'bding of
e

what is expected of him in a situation must be eschewed.' For-behavior to be

4 1.

deemed adequate and intelligent, the child must comprehend what he does and

why he does 4t.

DiglectiCal, Genetic Perspective. Xlialectical*Tateriali/im is founded on

the assumption that, all that exists exists,in a state of'conptant alteration

,

and development and that the foam of.this development is described by three laWs
,

,
:,i, . ,

r

.referred to as the "laws of the dialectic" (Afanas'ev, 1968).° Very briefly,
4

according to these three laws, development' is both continuous and discrete. It

*

consists of gradual uantitative change which gives rise to sudden qualitative

changes in which phenomena become determined, by new sets,of latorto which they

were not previousl' subject. Such developmentoccurs as.a proceJs of the
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\

40
?resolution of_ internal contradiccay tendencies in a phenomenon. Hence the

0;
'-motive force for development lie 949J ithin a phenomenon rather.than in its

surroundings.. Lastly, develagMent not only occurs by stages but new stages
, -

Integrate preVious stages so that characteristics which exist

reappear at higher stages in accontinuous progression.

a lower stage

The, implications for psychology of the notions of constant alteration and

of development corresponding to these, general characteristics are several.

. .

First, in such a system, all psychOlogy must, in an important sense, be develop-

mental psydhology. Psychological phenomena can only be properly comprehended

in the process of development. Secondly, psychological theory must to a large,

extant be stage theory. Since development is qualitative as.'well as quanti-

. tattve, psychological phenomena are best understood in terms of relatively!

- constant,' integral, unities'at articular points of a genetic process, or stages.
L.

Lastly, psychology must, reject models ok human intelligence which see'it as

,..passive receiver of sensations, striving to regain a State og equilibrium

'(as, for example, in, drive-reduOion theories'of motivation). The psychological
J

organism is an active upity which carries within it the motive force of its

owp development.

These views may be discerned in a number of:areas of, Soviet work with

handicapped children/ Eor example, .the severity and the source of handicaps

generelly classified on the basis of qhalitative differences in performance

in complex tasks rather than on quantitative diffeiencea such,as the number

correct on a psychometric instrument (Luria, 1961).. In the design of educe-
..

tional interventions, the principle of constant alteration and development

leads SoViet educators to adopt the,stiong attitude. that development never

ceip.ses, even for a child whose progress may be extremLy'41ow. Inadditio4 ,



sdevelOpment

.taste of the

lead himself

rleadigg him

4

4

4)

seen as.stagebound, progressing through a number of "zones." The

teacher of tOe'handicapped'child is to help the child systematically,
through this developmental progression. The notion of, the child

r,

self" With.adult help, also comes from the principles of dialectics,
.

Ae.
%

4 which assert that'development is an internal principle. Development is in
-

'fact self-de'velopment, and one of the majovemphases in Soviet special educe-
.

tiohal work is-,to assist the handicapped child in achieving the means to con-
,

.0i

tinue developing himself.

Socio-Cultural.Ferspective. The notion of
\

group labor, out of which

society, languagt and culture evolved; as means through which man can change

the world and consequently alter and develop his own consciousness, is of
0

primary importance in Marxist thought. From this perspective, Vygotsky

/-
(Lepnt'ev and Luria, 1960 developed a socio-cultural theory of cognitive

development %41ich continues to influence most of special educational practice

in the-Soviet Union. Specifically, Vygotsky nbt'ed,the importance of what.he

termed "cultural mediators" (of which language is the most important) which are

employed6in social intercourse as socially developed aids in relating to reality

and as the primary means by 'which the child comes tb regulate his own higher

mental functions. Words and other social mediators possess the unique char-'
.

acteristic, in Vygotsky's view, that they are always a ''sign', a reflection
4

of something. . It is in employing such sins that man bzcomess capable 'of' easily.
14

introducing changes into external reality which in, turn,reaect back upon and

A develop his 'consciousness. By altering his medium, man'is able to regulate his',

oc4n behavior and control his own psychiC functioning: He is no longer dependent

-on the reality of the external situation.

In discussing the ontogenesis of this regulatory process, Vygotsky (1962)
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A

-

(,ind Soviet theory continues to rely heavIly on this altion) that all

ical:1\ meaiated human--mental processes arlsc only in ethe_ course of social

ttie process oe cooperation and social intercourse YPsychological

, A

:tons at first shared between two people, in particular between a child

'-h.' n,a dnit, bee me the internalized psychological processes of one.person

'.

1)11-ticuLar the child). hUs the structure of mentaLlorocesses is at 'first

-sent inman's external social Activity and only later becomes internalized

:ie 4tru,Aute of his inner rftntal functions (e.g., egocentric,speech iS
.

s ,

_l_y-nhalized as inner speech or verbal.thought).

.

lliesa.notions figure prominently in both the;classifica nand°training

)yita!t children with lowered. intellectual functioning. For example, one

method (L, ia, 1961;'Egoro4a, l969,; Tsymb4liuk,1973) of distinguishing among

three categories of functioning--"normal, "TRPD"' and "MR"---is to present
'e

.1

the claild with a task which requires 'that he.supply missing organization to the

V
A

rials. In uch 4 situation, appropriately age6-children.who are Iunction-
t'

s .

,. v,
, ,,

.-, ,lormally.wi'l&be capable of'providing some of the missing organization
..

, \,.,
. -

'1,?mselvos but TRPD and MR children will not If, howeyer,the same task is.A

presec:ted again with incrAasing levels.of adult-organizational interven-
.1 ,Q

(in whph the adult provides the child with certain prompts in an attempt

,Telp him to organize the information in' the task),- the TRPD child who may

-,1,rtorm much roz poorly than/the normal Child Kithout such prbmpts, is

1:1,151e of improving his performance virtually to-a normal level throAh

ilLzation of this additional organizing information. MRs,on the other hand,

4en&rally, be unable to take malcimum advantage of the 'increased social

1zntional information to increase their performance. Oils one met! cid

olorefol'e, which is saisl to he usefuIin the sub-classification and a
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reassigament of children who are functioning unsuccessfully in the regular

classroom.
,

Similarly, interventive methods for use widf the handicapped child are

very mucti oriented toward producing-carefully-designed adult-child interaction

patterns which the child can internalize as modes of cognitive functioning for
-

1.

;himself: The importance of adult-child interaction is in the very low adult-
,

child ratio in Soviet schools -fo the handicapped:4

Psycho-Neurological Perspective. Psychological phenomena are seen from

the Soviet perspective cas very closely linked not only to the real

world which the knower gradually comes to khow but to underlying neurological

functioning (referred to as "higher nervous, activity ") as well/(Payne, 1968).

This point of view is manifest in the leVe;1 of attention inti* Sovietlitera-
,

ture to questions of neuropsychology in which various types of behavioral
4

dysfunctions have been studied in their relationship' to respective forms of

organic, brain damage (Luria, 1932, 1966,' 1973) and in a reliance on many of

the ideas of Paviov.(191) in the formulation of paycholdgical theory. Soviet

psychofogiats are carrqul tb stress that psvcholpgyscannot be educed to

physiblogy; but phydiological laws and facts must!be taken into account in any

adequate psychological conceptualization.
.\

4
, In Soviet special. education, thia perspective is perhaps Mbst,clearly

.\

'reflected in the lengthy and careful clinical diagnostic procedure through

whichAhe organic etiology of particular handicaps in children is diagnosed.

As a rule, such a diagnosis,,alwaYs includes medical 'and neuropsychological

examination iwhich the possibility and localization of organic etiology is ex-

plored

-

(cf., Pevzn'er7, 1961, for aft example of the multi-faceted nature of the

4
Report of a+1973 *joint United States-Soviet Union Seminar on the Instruction of
the Handicapped held in'1,1toscow and-co-sponsored by the Council for Exceptional
Children and the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. The,Report was
presented orally at a oneday conference in Racine, Wisconsin April 12, 1973.

0 e a ,



Soviet dtagnostic approach). This information is then employed alohg,..With more

; 4

' -specifiCally psyCholoiical information about the child's actionpattdrns to

determine placement and to a lafge extent even the course of the child's'train-,
o.

41 T
7

ing. In add' 11; under the.,influence of the neuropsychological and 4Pavlovian
.

I

perspectives;..Soviet training program 14a concept of "compensatory

..
mechanisms," apotion(Lurl'a andTsvetkova, 1966) which deriyes from the idea

,
.

.
.

.that porptions of
e

the brain which are functioning adequately may in time lalte

,4 r

ever some of Ow, functions normally assigned to'brain areas which have received
s IL

_If ,partial lesions.' iThe'concept has-ran important implicatiololfer Soviet special
---.,

\'' education. ;A careful teach uer'may employ a4child's areas of developmental
,

.,v t
(.,

rength"to build up his bateas of developpentai.Weakness.

. --' 411' . .

. c,

k 4
. okick cif StancUrdized:Aptitude _Testing. For reasons derived from the

. . , . .

Philosophical positions discussed above, Soviet theorists (e.g, Lebedinskii
. .

and 1.11Asishchey, J966) criticizelthe use) of standardized intelligence assess-,

r..'

meat. Standardized intelligence tests, they Stgke, rarely,st ss ppropriately

' .-
:the chil's,acfve manipulation of meaningful:objects.. ,Rather, such tests,-for

2

t
r o

purp9deS of ,standardization, must place the child in what Soviet psychologists ,

;

c eniider highly rigid, static, and artificia,1 situations which deny the child
r-

the'flexibility Outi'liling the skills that .hc does possess to compensate in
,

Apart fbr.tApse whiCh',4e-dois pot (and hence the Soviets would claim, the

,

examiner.fi

ized intefl

nds out very, little of .interest about either).

igence testarebillt primarillr.inAuantitativet

as merit" of the,'indivichlal child and hence stress
4 'C ; p

U
deve pment at the eXpense of the equally important discontinuities.' Lastly,

.
.. '.

r.

.

standardized psychometric 'oftesting drastically restricts the form of or even

Furthermore, standard-
,

rather than qtialita-

'the continOties in,



1

entirely elimInates adult-child interactions; and in general, the procedure'

thus leads to a tendency to fail to take account of important neuropsychological

informatidh.

In the, place of standardized psychometric evaluation, Soviet psychologists

and educators typically employ a multi-faceted, clinical assessment in which

doctLa-, neu--..opsychologist., speech therapist, hearing specialist, teacher and

whatever other personnel might be indicated (all are often present for each

.examinatid examine the capabilities of the child and arrive at a consensual

diagnosis.

Institutional Organization of Soviet Special Education and Psycho-Education4

Research

The Scientific Research Institute of,Defectology of the Academy of Pedaget-
.

.gical Sciences of the Soviet Union, established afcsuch in Moscow in 1944, is

the primary agency in the USSR responsible for the planning and coordination of

research on the learning and teaching of handicapped children. the'Institute

of Defectology is badly interdisciplinary in nature, housing clirlical,.neuro-

physiological, psychological and educational researchers whose coordinated aim

is to achieve the "maximally complete discloiure of general patterns in develop-

(went of all anomalous children, awell as those specific:Uatures which are

inherent in each type of anomaly [...and the design of) the most effective ways

of correcting-and compensating these conditione(VlasOva, 1972, page 23).

Operationally, these goals translate into the conduct of psycho-educational. re-

, *
-

search and the coordination of programming for a differentiated system of

special schools for children with various types of handicaps. Beginning

with thZ second, each of these functions of the Institute of Defectology will

be bray discussed.

Sliy virtue of a reorganization and broadening of the already existing Experimental
Defectological Institute.,



Organization of a System df Special School's. Asr,might be expected, child-

ren with the post serious handicaps (the deaf: the blind, and the severiy

mentally retarded) were historically, the first to receive the special attention

of Soviet psychologists and educators (cf., Zemtsova, 1969; Sh.f, 1969 for

reviews of some, of this-early research); and work with these children has been

proceeding since the late twenties and early thirties. It has, on the other

hand, been only ratherrecenCy'(D'iac(tkov, 1964) that children with partial

handicaps (the hearing and visually impaired, the learning 'disabled) have be-

come the focus of coordinated psycho - educational effort. Concomitant with

this increased interest, pressure has developed in Soviet governmental and

scientific circles for the organization of a well- dif£erenti ted system of school-

for children with various classes of handicaps Thus, under a

recently completed Five-year Plan, the Institute of Defectology was given,the_

responsibility of overseeing the establishment of a scientifically designed,

ifferentiated network of special schools with separately maintained programs

for'the profoundly deaf, the hearing impaired, the blind, the visually impaired,

the mentally retarded, children with severe speech defects, and children with

major motor disturbances ( D'iachkov, 1964). Each type of school was to have

own rules, curricula, syllabi, texts, and teaching methods manuals.

The general principles for the establishment of such a system of separate

schools were finally provided by the Institute of Defectology in 1965, with the

publication of an edited monograph entitled "Principles of the Education

and Rearing of Abnormal Children" (D'iachkov, 1965). Although con-

,-lderable progress in e ablishing such a network of special schools has

apparently been made (Vlasova, 1972), implementation of the Five-year Plan

direttives has not yet been uniformly accomplished throughout all

'1
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of the Union Republics, nor have differentiated pre schools'\ or evening schools
.

-

for adults yet been widely establiihe.d. In regions in which a full complement

of special schools still does not exist, the minimally handicapped typically

either continue to attend the regular school or are sent to schools designed

fpr the severely handicapped or to auxiliary
6

schools for cthe me ally retarded

(Vlasova, 1971). This practice has been the target of continued, severe criti-
4

ciSm'over a period of years'(Wiachkov, 194, '1968, Vlasova, 1971): This

criticism is generally based on the argument that in the former case, in which

the minimally handicapped are kept in the regular school, they usually do not

receive sufficient appropriate special help and droprapidly behind in their

studies; while in the later case, in which such children are sent to schools

for the seriously handicapped or to auxiliary schools for the retarded, the

programs which are available tesuch students are not sufficiently demanding

to allow the minimally handicapped to develop-their full pote lal.N,As Will

.
.

,..be noted shortly, this argument, although with a li6tly d Eferent twtit,
,

; . .

has been particularly stressed with respect to childrgn with
1

Several characteristics of the broad educatienafgoals of,the Soviet _.

'' '''','
(-

1 ,

Fare`
,t-,,,i.v. 2" ..special schools ale worthy of note'since-dey cothmon to all educatioatil

,r
,

efforts with handicapped children, regardlest.of ',the form of the handicap,

. ,

The first such characteristid is a strong(attempt to provide the handicapped

1
9

child with a general education equiva eht in scope to that which normal ldren
g `n

receive in the regular eight-year curricutum. Thus, though it may req
4

\, -,
e i

that the handicapped child be as gn0 Ct)a twelve -year kogram,itj-s o

6 :The term "auxiliary school" as it appears in the Soviet 1,itersture is ()peas-
sionally confusing since it seems at times tox be synonomous with' "school
the mentally retarded" an& at other times to be used mAe broadly, as "schopli
for the handicapped." This ambiguity arises from the'fact,that differentiated
C1),ing is a rt....ont phenomenon, and, as 'noted, certain ;regions or the USSR

,n(' the minimally perceptdially handicapped and TRP!) t.hfildtell

xlxii!aty school:,. A4 this practice gtadually cease, however, Litt' ..1.erw

:,!Hilary'choo'" will come more end wore to he 11,,cd only in reorence to
t, I,/ t inCTitrl i y I:et:m.(112d.

i
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g

policy (Vlasova, 1972) that in all of the special schools except the, auxiliary

;`schools for the mentally retarded, the child should be provided with a full

curriculum.

,Second, since the 1924 All-Russian Congress on the Social and Legal v

Protectidn of Children and Adolescents (Dliachkov, 1964 it has.been Soviet

policY.that general instruction be combined with specific vocational training -

, .

in the special schools in order to maximize the likelihoqd that handicapped

children will.develop their fullcapacity,for socially useful labor. It is

tyPiCal'in,many programs for a student's vocational training to be,tied to a

specific industry, with considerable on-the-job experience out in the,in-

.dustrial setting during the term of special schooling and with automatic job

placement after graduation. Despite the emphasis on vocational training,
;

,however, it is also official policy that such training never be accomplished

at the exp'ense of a general education. Rather the two are»,expected to be care-

-gully coordinated (D'iachkov, 1964, 1965, 1968).

E Third, entrance to the special schools is to 'be gained only on the basis

of verified organic etiology, after careful clinicalneuropsychological and

psycho- educational dia ostic evaluation (Pevzner, 1966). In no inspance is
*2 ,

the simple:fai\lure of the child o perform successfully in the regular class-

room in the early grades to be taken as an immediate signal that the child re-

quiresquires sphboling. Children whose sensory capacities are within the

normal range And for whomthere is no clear evidence of an organically based

mental retardation are to be kept in the regular schools (D'iachkbv, 1964,,
\ A

1968:;.Vlasova, 19711 Zabramna, 1971), where they are to be given special,

individualized, edecationaIdleXpienced either `within the regdlar classrqom

or within special classrooms within the regular school. As 'might be expected,
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this category is composed largely of children with TRPD;:and a strong

argument has been made for distiniuishinglthese children from MRs in order

that they may be kept in the regular school and provided with an eduttiohal

regime geared to,..4evelop their full potential,'a i$6tential whlch.is assumed

to extend- well into thy,. normal. range.

Conduct of Psycho-Educational Research. Under the aegis of the Institute,

1 of Defectology, psyCb--education'al research with thepandicapped/typically has

proceeded along four major routes: 1) careful clinical ,assessment and descrip-
N t . : t. \ . a 1,

tion of the-L-distinguishing psybho-pedagogical characteristics of particd1ar

'categories of handicapPed children; '2) development of techniques for dif-

, 4
, ferentlat diagnosis and appropriate assignmgnt.of children to special schools or to

special programs wit)in the regular school; 3) the development of currictluiri
. , .

materials suitably tailored to children with specific handicaps; and 4) ,general

experimental research into the nature of the psychological functioning specific

to various. handicapped populations. Each of these research routes will be

taken upiin turn in me' detail in the remaining four sections of this review.
A 4

However, before proceeding to these discussions,'where each type of research`'

wit
4

f be dealt with in relative isblation from the others, it is extremely

portant to point out that in the Soviet Union, asAn few other countries,

clinical description, test development, curriculum design and evaluation, and
r ,

psychological research do not proceed independently. Rather, through-the

central coordinating' function of the Institute of Defectology, Alinical

description and basic research are diected primarily at providing information
tt

of immedia'te value to (those developing differential diagnoStic techniques and

designIngAurriculum materials and methods manuals (Vlasova, 1972): Furthermore;
z

(and this is\particularly uncommon in many other countries), the problems



A ,

encountered by teachers.implementing methods and materials ire-the classroom.

tend to filter back fairly -quickly 'to those engaged in research to provide the

.problems,and hypotheses for future, inveseisation: s\lthough it appears clear
'.1440

that Soviet re'search-ilas by no means ?yet achij(ed the philosoPhi6lly dictated

goal oL'completetteraction bet
,

the production of knoWledge in .research tipt.

4 guide prastitaj educat*onal-. a trvi.ty, on the cane hand, and t ective effect'`-c.
. 1

-
of, the appl.i. ation of kilowlAdge 1.04,practilcad aCtI41:ori. the` production' of know-.'

. ,
.- 1 e \ I t .

t \

ledge in research on tbi. other,* is,nonethelevs eqUally, tear that such an

'N. .t . c,
, ction exists, that It strongly conditions both research and practice,

..,

and that.it is an over iding4(oncerk of Soviet psycho-educatIM1 science.
r '

. < 4' .,.
Iat

r'

nical Ch ac e tids of Childr

Temporary Retard Son- Psychol.ogionl Development

s,./ , 7 ° .' .
.

%.

in'the SOviet diteraturb,on die peychologcal characteristics of children

'_th `learn g prbblems, three diagnostic calegories are commonly ncountered.
. . . 'i'

5

These are "tempoary,retardattion4Agsychological development," "cere o-asthenic
;

r
1 # z

'

syndrome," and "psychological infantilism." The fixv, asdpreviously mentioned,
.

appears to be the clilest SOViet eqUivaleht to the term "learning disabled."
gr,

The second, "cerebv-asthenic syndrome;" ai uld appOr to be employed in much
. ) -

the same Way that "minimal brain dysfunction" i,s currently used in the Western

/literature; and the th4.rd,"psycholo cal infantilism" appears to be a slightly

narrower and more specif'c'vt lion of what is also sometimes referred to in ,the

. .

west as "infantilism." Each of these will be discussed in turn with a brief

,-,ncltidig ion on the Prevalence and etiological characteristics of these

three dial
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Temporary Retardation in PsychoMgical Development

O

The Soviet' Dictionary of Defectology (D'i Okov, 1970)'defines the germ

"retardation in psychological development" as allows:

'la
"A disturbance in thie normal rate of psycho3iegical development, as a

. regUlt of which dbeChild,'reaching zchoorhge, continud to rimapl.under the
A

influence. of preschooland of play interests. With a retardation icho4

logical development, children are .unable fl-tgkepa4 in school actiisities, to ' 1
. .

begin school tasks and to complete them. -They behave in lasaitil4tho hlthey
r k.

% k ,

.
-

. i
\.''were.in a play group in a kindergarten or at home.

"Children withla temporary retardation in psychological+'dev

often erroneously considered to be.mentally retarded..:The.difference'ewaen
A ',1

these two groups involves two characteristics. Although children.with a
. ,

retardation in' psychological development have difficulty in mastering elementary. N

reading, writing andarthmetict skills, this is combihed witA"s relatively well 7
.

.

Pdeveloped language ability considerably higher aptitudes for remembering verse ,

and stories and with a higher level of development of cogs itive activity. This

combination is not characteristic of the mental-13, retarded. Also childien

. .

with temporary retardation in psychological development are always able.to take'
\ / tw

advantage of help given them while they are working, mastering the principle
,

,
I 6

.

of solution of a\task and tranhferringithis principle:to thetakeation of
-..

'...\ 9
7

another similar task. This shows that they possess a fullttaiSSeitly for further.
\

.)Ldevelopment, i.e.,Ithey will subseqiently bekNible to execute.inifepenclently
,

that which, in 'the special ,cial instructional situation,, are prisently able to
a

comOlete only, with 'the teacher's assittence. Prolodtedobservations of children

with retarded psychological development showed"thatift, is precisely this

. ability to utilize assistance when it ii and,°to,applyapply their earning

,intelligently in the process of future instruction that results, in their
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eventually being able to learn successfully in the. regular schoolNpage 111).

A number of characteristics of the above definition are, obviously, of

interest. First apd foremost, a child with TRPD is a child who is failing at..

mastery of basic school skills, but who is"not mentally retarded,. The mention

of this'primary chracteristic is .so ubiquitous in the Soviet literature

I (D'iadhkov, 1968; Pevznerc1966; Vlasova, 19711 1972; Zabramna, 1971) as to

suggest that it constitytes the defining attribute ofthe diagnostic category.

In addition to school failure and a normal range of intellectual ability, the

TRPD child, as noted above, has a relatively well developed levelof language

skill; and, although it is not mentioned specifically in the above definition, it'is

clear from other sources (Luria, 1961; Vlasova, 1971; Zabramna, 1911) tlat to

be labeled TRPD,a,child must as weal have completely intact seneory abilities.

From this'composite definition: 1) average to above average intellectual

.tapacities; '2) Adequate sensory acuities; 3) no obvious major 'language deft-
. .7 a

ciency;-and 4) a level''ofechbol achievement much lower than would be expected

bathe basis o'f the aboire three characteriitics, it would appear that the term

"TRPD" is used ire.the Soviet Union inmuch the same way in which the term

"learning disabled" is employed in a substantial portion of the Western litera-

turel(cf., Gearhart, 1973, for a discbsaIon of the category "learning disabled").
,

It is also worth noting that, although as shill shortly be mentioned, cerebral

dysfunction iv,,infthe Soviet view, an

( ,)1

it.is learning disability rather than
'.

,stressed in applying the diagnostic label TRPD to a particular child.
1

4' #

In addition to TRPD, one also encou4ers the terms "psychological n-
.

:T

fantilipm" and "cerebro-aathenic syndrome" used in relation to children fail-

7

. ,
,

integral part of TRPD for many children,

calebral., dysfunction per se which is

lug 0 school. ThiA is illustrated by the following quotation from Pevzner (1972):

"Unless otherwise naked, all translations from- previously untranslated Russian
sources are this author',.
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"Among school failures,"particularly in the youngest class,' often find
5. a \..

41.
'1

'''l 'children With disturbanL,s in development. Studying them at one of the general

,. ,.schools In Moscow, we discovered among them a group of children with psycho-
.

physical,and psychological infantilisk as well as a group with cerebro-asthenic

states of various origins (page 3).,, It would appear from this and from other

"sourfes (Raiskaiia; Iavkin, and'Egorovay 1969; Reidiboim, 192)-thatiVpsYCho-
..

,physical and psycholOgical infantilism " -(P1) and "cerebio-asthenic syndrome"

*(CA) are'essentially non-overlDping (thOugh,by'no means mutually exclusive

sub categories ofTRPD. /

Cerebro-Asthenic Syndrom

Turning once again to the Soviet DefLological Dictionary:Wiachkov,,, 1970

8'
one finds the .follpyihg de'f,inition of "astbenic syndrome":?.

"A condition of neuropsychological Weakness n which the tone of the nervous

processes is affeCted; their [the' children's] very rapid exhaustion under any,kind of
, I

activity, an inability for lengthy nervous concentration, and a lowerAng

forms of psychological activity is tbserVed.

"Moderate asthenic syndrome is Characterized by an irritabil34 in cortjunc-

tion with an increased excitability and very

,e
Severe asthenic syndrome is characterized by

rapid extinction of elicited reaotions.

passivit, lack of receptivity to

,external stimulation, apathy, and depresiton. In the patient.pne obse rves

prolonged headaches, disturbance of note al sleep, and disturbance invegetative

nervous processes. Asthenic patients are disturbed y'noises SE average

I

';f a

The term "asthenic" is apparently broader than the term "etrebro-asthenic,"
referring to a general, nervous weakfielis displayed. in,any kind of, activity.

However, the ttao terms seem o perused fairly interchangably when'feference is
being made to characteristicof asthenic states which are manifested in
intellectual activities.

3
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and by bright tights. Their mood is very easily changed and negative reactions
e. ,s

are common, including alarm, irritability, .dissatisfaction and sometimes typing

Oithout cause" (page 25).

To this definition, Reidiboim (1972) adds that in CA, early organic afflic-

tions of a traumatic character often give rise to "disturbances of the-normal

correlation of excitation and inhibition [in the brain]. ClirilFally, this

shows Up as irritability, mild excitability, capriciousness, motor anxiety;

fitigue, lowering of the capaCity for work, poor concentration of attention and

absent- mindedness" (page 16).

Commenting on the pedagogical chaiacteristics of the CA child, Ivanov

(1971) notesi,that "in an'overWheiming number of.instances, asthenic conditions...

are not diagnosed in proper time.. parents assuise that this is simply adis-

cipline proOemwslow prOgress tin school] is assumed to be an inability...and

such child en,may.even ilistakenly be admitted to auxiliary schools...attentional

transfer particularly suffers; and higher, forms of memory (e.g., logical memory),

abi'lliy to form serial orders and voluntary behavior are all weakened. In a

large pioportiop of the children, heightened fatigue and exhaustion

time for lesson's is.manifested not in-a simple 'turning off' but in
' A

agitation, hyperactivity...observanf teachers describe the behavior

children at lessond in the foll'azirig

during the

an impellenb

of such

way: ...can 't sit through a lessorein

its entirety,; already within 10-15 minutes,,he doesntt listen, begins to fidget,

* . \ 4.
'.keeps placing his notebook somewhere else, becomes a nuisance to his desk

*

partrier...hardly responds to remarks' (page 65).

o.



From this and cktier sources contsicing long clinical descriptio

cerebro- astjienic TRPD (Demsianov, 1971; Daulianskene, 1973) it would appear

4
ghat the term is.used to refer primarily to a collection of behavioral char- ,

C
.

acteristics of 'A subclass of children who are learning, disabled with the clear

implication that these behavioral "characteristics are a'direct result of, func-

-tional disturbances in thb brain. In this way,, CA appears.to bethe closest

SoViet equivalent %o the concept of ,"minimal brain dysfunction" as it is currently

used in the West (e.g.,'Wenderi 1971).

Psychological Infantilism

Again according to the Soviet Defectological Dictionary (D'iaehkov, 1970),

"infantilism" may be, defined as a "...retardation in the development of an

organism. The most vivid symptom is the.retardation of physical growth, and in

this condition the childlike proportions,of"tfie'body are usually retained..

infant m,...the mind usually functions below age level" (page 136). Pevzner

(1972) notes that although clinicians have long focused on a series of

deleterious factors in the intrauterine as well as the early post natal period of

thp child's life which disturb the rate of development and that this has

resulted in the isolation of 'the psychol4ical and psychophysical syndrome of

infantilism, a number of authors, most notably Bleuler'have"appliea the term

"infantilism" to a variety of intellectual deficiencies, including even mental

retardation.

For Soviet psychologists (VygOtsky, cited in 'Pevzner, 1972), on the other

9

hand,, "psychological infantilism" refers-more narrowly to the appearance at any

age level of intellectual traits characteristic _of an earlier period_as a 'func-
,"

t,on of disturbances in. transition from one developmenta..-stage to another, in

which the child might devetop'cercain traits peculier.to-a higher stage but

retain ihe basic patterR orginiza,tion of psychological processes
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characteristic of the earlier stage. Reidiboim (1972) descilibes the chilorwith

PI in the folldwing way: "In psychological infantilism, children are highly

sensitive, their emotional experiences are superficial, their attention wavers,

,-
their inquiry is on tht level of.preschool interests, their Main forms of activity,

,,

are play....Often features of'infAntilism are combined with physical immaturity...;

`[and] although motor activity is adequate, a series of tests - carried out cor-

rectly in spontaneods activity turns out to be impossible to execute tinder

direct instruction" (page 16).

Prevalence, Distribution and_Eiological Characteristics of Diagnostic

Classifications. ACcording to'Reidiboim J1972), about 10 t611%of school-age
1 ,

children in the Soviet Union experience difficulties in academic7a6tivities.

The mentally retarded number 31/2%, 'while the reining 7% can likely be grouped
. 7

as TRPD. In a study bY.r.Reidiboim.(1972), 87.children age,8-11 with diagnosed*

'TRPD were thoroughly examined using clinical, neuro-psychological, and ex-
.

perimental psychological procedures arid, in addition, were observed ovelr/a

e.

long period of time in the classroom. On the bAsis of this 1 tensive examination,

16 children were diagnosed as, clear -cut cases of 'PI, 48.-as 'early CA an 23

as mixed PI and CA% This suggests that simple PI probably occurs ratker rarely

4

in the general'population (in the neighborhood of 1%) while CA is likely to be

considerably more common (ranging up tot4% ofthe population), In addition,

Reidiboim reports that the leading etiological factors in all three groups
)

were toxicoses of pregnancy and infectious and somatic illnesses in early

childhood.

1therential Diagnosis,

A number of factors which have already been briefly noted conspire to make

'questions of differential diagnyis In general'and differentiation of TRPD
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% .

fromiental retardation in partiCular focal points of Soviet defectologica re- .

A ..

search.' Firsci, t
.

is the Sovier"vieW that children, with different.forms of
1 ,.

.

-handipap have-,1 ai a result, qualiditive
,
differendes in aspects of their psyche-

4 ,

IA :.

logical, organization. A knot ledge of the form of these differences is seen es

a
A

essential to the' successfdl design ofcurriculuEr:iaterials
t

and methods. The

. development of differential diagnostic techniques contributes important in-

,
fprmation to this knowledge'baie.

c j
..?

°' ,4
V

Second, hfferenoei In the psycliological organization of children with',
4-:'.'

varied handiccpsilave promR4d.the4dtablidhment in the Soviet Uhioh of a differ-
,' . \

)

.entiated network of
.

special schOols iailored tO'provide
.

programs appropriate to

.

'Special needs. The existende ,of such a system however, immediately impliei
'

.
e

the necessity of large-scale decision-making regarding placement.: Techniques,

t
..4

for differential diagnosis are,'Aviously, central to any such.O.acement pro-
, , ,

cess

Thi rd, based on the belieflzhat the learning disabled child is only '

temporarily retarded in development, its current Soviet policy to prOvi'e,

such children with speciAf individualized assistance'in the regular school rather'

-than to transfer them to auxiliary schools for the mentally retarded. This,

together with the fact that it is admittedly (Pevzner, 1966; Wyman,' 4971) .

difficult to distinguish TRPD from certain foims of mental retardation

(oligophrenia) suggests the necessity for the development of precise and 'all,-
*

able.diagnostic,methods,

`,Fourth, Soviet psychologists reject themse of standardized, quantified,,

single administration psychometric instruments in .the diagnostic prodedure

(Luria, 1958; 1961;'lebedinskii-and.Mkisischev, 1966; Brozek,' 1972). The

rationale behind their refusal to employ standard intelligence tests will be
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4
:discussed in some detail below in the section on experimental psychological

evalution). For esent purposes, ix is su icient to note that sudh instru-
,

, r .

ments, whatever their relative value, are not generally availalle to Soviet

' 404.... .

t'' i ) v,

.,inicnins.
-i

Consiequently, the question of the existence of adequate clinical
4.'

-4._ ,

diagno'Stic tecnniques bedomes of paramount importance in designing an effective
- ....-.

,
place procedure. -

,

/

A
... . ..

e a

The impact whiCh all of these factors have had on Soyiee'defectological
- N r

) .

research Has been substantial. This can easily be seen from the, fact that of
/

the total n'umber of articles examined during the course pf the prep Ation of this

review, over 70% were, in one way br another, oriented toward the pro-

ion of differential diagnostic criteria.

Clearly, therefore,,the state of the.differetttia3 diagn9atic art in the
,

ndergoing continuous development. Nonetheless, it is'possibuietc de-
.

USSR

s..;....ribe it at least as exists in the liteLtures-4 t past, few years. In

,

generp.1,- :the-approach wTiich is taken-to the probled ofdifferential diagnosis is
.

mal.&,,faceted one which

physiIal examination, a

physiological &revluation,

typically includes- a medical and psyd6lbgical history,.
A

neurologic .examination, tests of,sensory acuity, electro-

tests of higher nervous activity (HNA), psychological

1 C,

4.>-..

,p/aluat44n.of performance in tasks involving rdepory and perceptual and cognitive.
..,-

, ,

IS and an extenda.0edagogical observatidn,and work-up. Possibly\the best

...
' V

.
'example oBL this general approach is'provided by F%vzner (1961) in a translated

book eht*led JuRophrenIi, in which-a ,-.3e study approach'is used to provide

'diagnostia-iriteria for differantiating.sub-variants of a general form; of
a

mental retardation. Unf(tunately, however, a monograph comparable to that of

Pel'izner on ,the clinical eValuation-of,children with TRPD apparently does not

4

yet exist, nor ia fact,in this relatively new field,has the research even yet

,

been dope which might eventuate in such a detailed treatment. Nonetheless,

.144i
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Reidiboim (1972) has provided an.in-depth case study of a single child

with TRPD; Pevzner (1966) has edited'a monograph dedicated to/distinguishing

oligophrenia from other sources of schoOl failure (one of which is TRPD); and

Zabramna (1971) has included several chapters in an edited book entitled

Selection_ oeChildren for Auxiliary Schools on the differentiation of children

with TRPD from oligophrenics. 'The general procedures involved in this work and

in a few other individual investigations will now be summarized.

History_and Physical

In general, this consists` of a detailed anamnesis with partidular emphasis

on parental and medial reports of possible intrauterine insults, complications
ti

during pregnancy or herith (partidularly toxemia), diseases or traumas during

early chifdhood, retardation, in adilieldhg the developmental milestones (sitting,
/

walking, talking, etc.5, and general behavioral characteristics. This anamnesis

is typically accompanied by a thorough physical examination. Aithougr specific

guidelines for the interpretation of/anamnestic data or the discovery of physical

anomaljes do not appear tobe readily available and the examiner must ap-

parehtly rely on his awn clinical experience, there are some suggestions .n the

literature which might be of Ube. Reidiboim (1972) reports that in 'a sample

of TRPD children so diagnosed or other than etiologiCal groUilds, 38%e
of the children were born of mothers-wfio were toxemic during pregnancy. Un-

fortunately, comparabledata obtained from a 4amle of oligophrenics and a
4

sample of normal children is not reported.,
9

Physical underdevelopment (height,

voeight;-body,popor ons) is regarded as an important diagnostic sign of

;-/

pofsible,.isycfiplogical infantilism (Pevzner, 1972; Reidiboim, 1972); and, in

C.' .
7

9
However-, data from the 1967, United; States Vital Statistics suggests that
toxemia only occurs in 6-77.1it gravid women, indicating that the percentage of
toxemic pregnancids found by Reidiboim among mothers of TRF*children is in-
deed quite high. ,

4 J
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cases of cerebro-asthenisis (Reidiboim, 1972), it is suggested that the child

may often complain of headaches, occasionally of vertigo and fainting, may

experience pains in various parts of hid body, disturbances of appetite and

sleep patterns. Of course, as also with psychological infantilism, the

child's behavior, or aspects of it,, will generally correspond to the clinical

descriptive picture provided in the previous section of this review.

Neurological E xamination

.

Neurological techniques reported in Soviet studies of TRPD (Reidiboim,

1972; Dem'ianov, 971; Daulianskene, 1973) appear to be fairly standard and

similar to those discussed by Pevzner (1961). The results from such studies,

howeJer, are quite inconclusive. Dem'ianov (1971), in summarizing results

obtained from a sample of 32 TRPD children age 8-11, notes that "as a rule;
- .

signs gof marked impairment of the brain were not, revealed" (page 68). He then

goes. on to report minor neurological signs exhibited by some few children; but

it is unclear that the incidence of these signs is any greater in his sample

.thanit would be in the population at large. Similarly, Reidiboim (1972),

1n. relating a:case history of a child with diagnosed psychological infantilism,

Also eorts lack of major neurological symptomatology (an absence of nystagmus,

normal pupillary reflexes, accammodation, and convergence, and absence of

pathological reflexes):
At

On the other hand, Daulianskene (1973) reports that in a sample of 138
/-

children with lea:thing difficulties from which children with diagnosed oligo-
.

phrenia had been excluded, 125 (or about 90%) showed symptoms of organic

disease of the nervous system. Unfortunately, however, this rather startling

Conclusion appears to be somewhat overstated. First, although Dauliangkene

reports prevalence raEes o...f approximately 30% for various motor coordination
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problems which might qualify as soft neurological signs, he,fails.to provide

comparable data from blindly rated normal controls, leaving open the possibility

that such"signs are as common in the general population as,they are among

children with TRPD. Secondly, for all other prevalence rates which Daulianskene

reports and which he includes in computing the 90 percent figure, neuropsycho-

logical rather than neurological signs are accepted as evidence of cerebral

'pathology, Thus, fpr example, Daulianskene concludes that approximately 36%

of his sample manifests pathology in the temporal cortex, but his evidence

for this pathology is apparently only the subjects' difficulty in the phonetic

analysis of words and inability to distinguish voiced from voiceless sounds.

The problem, of course, is that these are themselves taken as major symptoms of

learning disability and one clearly, cannot argue that learning disability is a

result. of cortical pathology while simultaneously using the presence of primary

symptoms of learning disability as eviderice for that cortical pathology.

In sumeph therefore, it would appear that in the USSR as in other countries

(cf., Wender, 1971, for an interpretive summary of this data), the prevalence,

of classical neurological signs among children with learning disabilities is

probably not great and no greater than in the population as a whole. Soft

signs, on the other hand, may be common; but'it is decidedly unclear from

available Soviet reports whether they are relatively more common among TRPD

children than among normals.

Sensory Acuity

Evaluation of sensory acuity is, of course, not particularly relevant to

the differentiation cf TRPD from mental retardation. As previously noted,

however, in the So Union as in other countries, opthamological examination
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and audiometric_testing,are an important aspect of pkhcedent evaluation since
.

the child's sensory/abilities must be in the normal ringe'for'him tebd re-,4
,

v ', t
tained in the regular school.

`Electrophysiotogical Assessment
--gb.

,Electroencephalography (EKG). In dieSoiiiet Union, EEG evaluation has

traditionally been a major component of t he differential diagnostic process;

and there is evidence (Peyzner...1961),,that in the subs classification of crtain
..

.r.

abnormalities it may be o value. Nonetheless, as 4slina, bpolinskii and
,----1 .

+ .

Reidiboim (1972) have.noted,,there has still been relatively little work. in the'
...

USSR dedicated to-Validating EEG techniques in the diagnosis of TRPDand
I-

according to these authors, the interpretation.of the research which.does exist

'is made diffietat by the fact that most authors
.
have not examine.e 0-TRP0 child-

'

ren as a separate clinical group.

In order, to remedy this situation, Zislind,p11-.ichose for study 40

children ranging in.age from 7 -10 years, all of whom were diagnosed as TRPD,

had repeated thefirst grade, and were now studying in /experimental classes

at the Institute of Defectology. Anamnestic ddta_on these children revealed the

usual range of clinical andietiological indices of TRPD. Neurological

observation turned up no symptoms of any kind in 19 of the 40 childven, and

scattered soft signs in the remainder. EEG examination was conducted in a

darkened room with mono- and bi-polar multi-channel recording from the occipital,

sineclpital, central, frontal and temporal 'regions 'of the corsex. 'On the basis

of analysis of the EEG recordings, the children were divided into three groups.

The first group was c posed of 11 children (27.57.) who showed EEG changes
"-1

well within the normal range. The second groUp consisted of 9 children (22.5%)
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whose EEG changes were border ine, i.e., deviations from the normal
J,

were minor, appearing on a tactiround of alpha-rhythym preservation. Such minor

variations could theoretically be a simple function of the age of the children

rteated; however, as will be noted, the authors felt that-clinical examination

suggested that this was unlikely. The?

(with major deviations in EEG changes..

third group consisted of 20 children (50 percent)

In 4 subjects, the alpha-rhythym was

poorly expressed; in 3 subjects, recordings from the central and frontal areas

registered "spindle-shaped bursts of hypersynchronized beta.and theta raves

(page 13)," and in 13 subjects, .an irregular, unsteady.alpha-rhythym combined

with bilateral and generalized'bursts of slow oscillations in the,forikof delta,

410 ;

waves was obseived.
e

Cf. ical examination of the children in Stich ,oKthese three major groups
,-1

indicated that the majority of childreh in the first froup (normal EEG) showed
C ,

,

no neurological signs, Somewhat 'leas marked behavioral pathology and a less

severe anamnesis than children in grOups 2 And 3. For

EEGs, ret4rdationiof intellectual development was Obre

9, soft neurological signs were discovered and in 4 of

children with borderline

expressed. In 5 of the

the 9, specific aggravat

ing factors in their family history could:be s ecified. The authors concluded

that the more severe clinical and neurological symptoms together with an ap-

parently mode pathological anamnesis in the borderline children justified main-
.

tainina this as a separate category.

Of the 20 children with severely pathological changes in EEG, 14 showed

''''

..

$ .

nmx neurological signs, a somewhat more marked retardation in development

and an anamnesis which indicated some incidence of extreme pathology (e.g.,

'retardation, mental illness, or alcoholism in the parents). In concl...siOn, the
1 ^ r

authors note,that the existence between the first (normal EEG) and the third
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A
(moscoathological EEG) groups of substantial differences in clinical and neuro-

logical symptomatology and anamnesis provides clear evidence for disturbance in

the central nervous system in a significant porti n of children with TRPD. Un-

fortunately, the authors-do At note whether the clinical, neurological and
F

anamnestic data ^awl ratings of severity of symptomatology were obtained-from the

subjects by examiners blind with respect to the EEG results. If this is the

case, the observed correlation between. severity of EEG disturbance and severity
A

of TRPD, although by no means perfect, is at ieast,intriguing. It is worth-

noting, as well, that this finding would compare favorably with results obtained

outside the USSR (Capute, NeiderMeyer, and Richardson, 1968) ubing blind raters

which indicated that among a group of children with diagnosed minimal cerebral

dysfunction (defined in terms of the presence of soft neurological signs), 8

had relatively major and 43 mild to moderate EEG abnormalities.

liltsEmesillkagElomQmil. Another technique which has been initially

'evaluated by Soviet-eleetrophysiologists for its potentidl in differential
1

diagnosis of TRPD is "rheoencephalographic measurement." The REG is a measure

of the state of the circulation of blood in the brain.. Opolinskii (1972) has

argued that the simultaneous. use of REG and EEG contributes to a more in-depth

analysis of central nervous system pathology. In support of this position, he

reviews data suggesting that the REG provides an indirect measurementof the

functional state of the brain.

To assess the value ofthe technique for differential diagnosis in cases

of TRPD, Opotinskii first evaluated the REGs and EEbs of 5W normal, healthy

8 to 10 year olds. REG measurements were taken so as to "reflect the state of

the circulation of the blood in the rleservoir of the internal carotid, which

supplies a large part of the cortex, the sub cortex, and part of the brain stem
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(page 4op Of,partioular interest for the question of differential diagnostic's

was the fact thatamong .normals,
compariion of the REG pule oscillations ob-

tained from recordings in the sight and left hemispheres indigited a,signiftcent"
-

7

asymmetry in the shape of the REG waves and their peaks; with 'a greatdr

pression in wave peaks obtained from the dominant sphdte. -A comparison o

1 .< .,

this data with that of previous experiments with ch reR suggests that
<1 .j."` '

asymmetry is characteristic only for children in the ;8-=S tinge.

... ...a ddition, both hyperventilation and the prdsentation.4of 'alaiimulusJed to marked,

. 0if different, changes in' the shape and amplitUde Of 'the- RE, ayes.. Hyperventi r1 ,-

;-tion produced a lower amplitude REG and a decreaseor-411 earksa -,750f-
---

;
, 41'

1

.asymmetry between the hemispheres, while the diretficin of EEG change upon stimulus

presentation was not predittable. It either increased or decreased as did the

asymmetry noted above.

Next, a group of 0 children with diagnosed TRPD were examined in the,same

fashion. No significant quantitative differences in REG Measures were found be-

tween these subjects and the normal children in the previous sample. However,
.

among children wit h TRPD, there was an obvious decrd'ase and often a complete

disappearance of the asymmetry between the hemispheres in the shape of the REG

waves. Thus; whereas the asymmetry was'stro-gly expressed in 75;2% of

the normals and completely absent' in the rest (24.8%), among TRPD

ren, only 15.1% showed a strongly expresded asymmetry, while for 48.5%
A

the asymmetry was weakly expressed and for 36.4%, it was completely absent.

In addition; while stimulation induced either an increase or decrease in

hemispheric asymmetry of REG peaks in normals, it elicited only an increase

(or first appearance) of hemispheric asymmetry in a majority of TRPD chil-

dren (72,7%) with the remainder showing no obvious reaction. Lastly,



4 . .

'contrast to normald,,n1Pb fhildren exhibited a marked stability iri4REG wave
. 0 -

alliplitude during hyperventilation.
. 7 ' . .

Opolinskii interli ti thAe*ffeyences,as indicating "a distueiance in-the

1'

:,4onicitycof tps,vesselA.of the cortex of the brain, which is associated with
. P... , - '

, - % f
*

pattiological..deviations in 'the functipnal br, state" (page 43). Finally, he

-

. % 1 ,
/ . b ..). *

-Z4 '
.Jal:b notes a certain,lack.of parallelism in the maturation of .the EEG and REG

,...' Y
_

which is not founfAn normal childten; and he concludes by suggesting that
l.

A,
.

pathological dev.ations in the eledtrical activity of the brain which are
. ,

ypical_ifichildren with retarded development are accompanied by changes in the

circulation of the blood'in the brain. Perhaps a further conclusion which
;

. 4

ght.be 'drawn:from this study is that the, oint use of EEG and REG evaluation

may be more helpful itaiagnosing TRPD than either measure employed alone.

Examination of Higher.Nervoua,Activity (HNA)

7
procesOes which follows directly, from the Pavlovian tradition is the attempt

(Luaa, 1958; 1,,ubovakii, 1972-) to emshloy conditioning methods designed for the

One manifestation of the general Soviet emphasis on psycho-neurological

stud) of'HNA' in differential diagnosis. The teaniques most t commonk y used for
14

task :re derived from' the "speechreinkOrcemient"method Of Ivanov+

Smolenskii (1900. In its standard form, this method is esse4tiailY structured

like a claisical conditioning paradigm, except that the speech of the experi

'menter replaces the presentation of an unconditioned stimulus (or "reinforcement")

Thus, for,exaniple, a subject might be seated in front of an apparatus with a

kwo -color (green/red) light signal and a simple resphnse mode such as a squeeze

bulb. WheneverA red light flashes (acting as a positive conditioned stimulus),

the experimenter mightsay, "Squeeze, eliciting'a squeezing response from the"

I



subject; and whenever a green light flashes, the experimenter mighesay,

"Don't squeeze:" When the subject begins to squeeze correctly,Ahat is, only

to the red light, without continuous speech reinforcement from the experimenter,

then a stable, differentiated'conditioned connection has been elaborated.

'Multiple variations of this basic paradigm are possible; and a number/ of

such variations are frequently employed for their diagnostic value. Thus,

minor alterations in the conditioned stimulus may be included to assess thet.

child's tendency to generalize his response. The signal values of /the stimuli

may be suddenly reversed (e.g., green becomes positive, red negative) and the

subject required to learn the new contingencies. Irrelevant stimuli tan be

'introduced to assess the degree to which they elicit an.external rhhibition

or disinhibition of the learned connection (a measure of distractability). The

tendency for the subject to perseverate in his response can be evaluated. This

stay be done either within trials the subject may continueresponding

after the cessation of the stimulus light), or between trials (i.e. , the sub-

ject may press to a negative stimulus preceded by ,a long series of positive'

'stimuli), or even Atween experiments (i.e., the,subject, may suddenly begin

to respond, according'to a previously learned simple connection in the midst of

an experiment in which a complex differentiation is required)-

Other alterations of the experimental conditions frequently employed in

diagnosis are an increase in the frequency of stimulus presentation, an increase

in the complexity of the required discrimination (e.g., squeeze after every

green light'preceded by ago reds), and presentation of the'stimuli in a fixed

position stereotype (e.g., alternation) to assess the subject's ability to

utilize the extra organization which this provides or, when a stereotyped order

6
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a random order, to overcome the effects of the s!.:eree

4

aopropriatdly.\ Alterations also include the use of

instead of direct speech reinf orcement to pre=establish

, .

e conditioned connection, and assessment of the subject's ability to verbally

"state .the rule governing his response after he has mastered a discrimination

4

in a sitdation employing ...direct speech reinforcement.

Iheoreticai interpretation of tNA evaluati6n. In interpreting the data

fraT'such studies: Soviet psycpologists generally talk in terms of four con- -
. *

,

. ,

.

structs taken Pavlovian thtory which describe-thenerftus processes.
. ..4--

4

, . ).
1) strength;,2) d'ilibrium; 3) mobility; and 4) in man, interactions between

;signalling sygtems. 'Briefly, the nervous procsses are viewed asoconsisting
.

.
.

, .
.

essentially of forms'of excitation and-inhibition. The strength of these.

oroce e is'manifest in
,.

t e speed with which new conditiAed connections are
. .

1

elaborated and in the stability 'of the connections once they have been'foimed.'

When basic nervous processes are strong, new. connections are quickly forded,
r

well- differentiated, (i.e., incorryreactions are well inhibitdd), and highly

re'istant to the effects'of distradtion and'fatigue.
%., .

. .-
,

Equli1;riUM refers to the balance which exist between excitatory and
, 1 - °

* .;, ,-
.

,,s.

hibitory procesges., Thietao,is reflected in differentiated responding. When

excitatory .and inhibitory processes are, welt-balancedf even repeated;.44pict
-,

.

1
. 1 .,

,stimulation will not lead either to a generalized and impulsive rticp n ng to

all stimuli (Positive and negative) or'to a generalized cessation of response

tQ any agi his.,

,I.lobility.,refers' to the ease with a systenuof conditioned connection

once formed can be'trangfbiated into another (as, for example, in the reversal.

of the signal meaning of stimuli). The opposite of,- mobility is inertness; and

*



' perseveration is seen'by Soviet inveseigatw as an index of.the inertness Or
4,

lack of mobility of nervous processes.

Last4, man, according to l!avlov"(1941);posseis4 two distinct but inter-

acting syStem&of nervou4Procsses (or "signal systems") ; The first system

is that which is but t on direct stimulation frOm the physical world and a
41 *

system of innate unconditioned connections. The second signal system is the

socially derived system of language. The properties of thaNateractions between

these two systems such as occur, when a directly conditioned-connection becomes

available to verbal report or when connections between stimuli and motor re-
4 r

sponses are,pre-established using a verbal instruction, are considt-ed to be

of particular importance in eValuating individual diffeignces in HNA (L4ria,
.

'
1957).

--DiscusSion in:EnWsh of some of the more important constructs in the
. ,

t
.

.

.

.

,

theory of HNA and reviews of tile numerous studies of individual differences in

HNA which have been
V
carried Out in

.

the USSR'may be found inLuria (1957),.-
. )- ,

i

Ivanov7Smbilenskii (1960), Gray `(1964) and Teplov and Nebylitsyn(l969).
1

addition, a detailed discASion of the specific characteristiCs f the HNA cri

children with various sus classifications of,oligophrenia as well as an excellent

'example of he'u of -such techniques in diagnoiis may be found in Pevzner

DifferentilDiagnosiFFof IUD Using Teoiniques Of HNA Evaluation.
".)

'Despite the-large quantity:of Soviet research on HNA in general and On

the developing forms of HNA in children and'even indifferent Classes o soli-

gOphrenicichildren In particular, relative little researchon et(e' differential

f F I

characteristics of the HNA 1 children with PD yet exists. Nonetheless,

there are two series of in estightions in this area which servelids the basis

)

for at least the tentative useof HNA evaluation as a tool in differential

1
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diagnosis. The firil such-sCudies.to be discussed are among the eafliest in-
,

vestigations performed speciTically with a sub classification of TRPD children.

These are-evaluations of the elaboration-of simprkdifferentiated connections

id the. first- and second-signal-systems and their interactions in 9 to 11-year-
t

old cernbro-asthenic children carried out b$, Luria (1958) and his colleagues.

The SecOnd series of investigations, perTormed more recently.by Lubovskii

(1972), Were somewhat broader in scope and amployeda wider range of children,:

with TRPD. The main conclusions from each of these series of investigations

w ill ,now'be reviewed.

ItNA a1d Cerebro-Asthenesis. Khomsksia (in Luria, 1958) presented 9 to 11-:year-

old cerebro-asthenic children with an apparatus e±milar to that described above

'and, using both speech reinforcement (i.e., accompanying every red signal with

the word "squeeze" 'nd every green signal with the words "don squeeze") and

pre instructional,conditions (i.e.,-telling the child, prior to stim ulation,

"when the red light'flashes, squeeze; and when.the green light flashes, don't
fr.

scn found that with light

of this age had no difficulty'iri

both conditions., However, if

stimuli presented at moderate intervals, CA children

achieving.differentiated reactions. This was true for

the signali` were appreciably --shortened or' the.

rat of presentation was significantly increased, their performance quickly
I

deteriorated.

In one sub group of CA subjects, reactions to rapidly presented signals

became Impulsive, so that 1. short negative signal closely following a positive

signal began to elicit an incorrect positive reaction. This error was immediately

recognized by most children, and exclamations of "uh, oh" and the like were,

comqn. Nonetheless; despite a recognition,of error, inhibition of impulsive

responding tp this situation was impossible for these CA children. Similarly,



if an irrelevant lAimulus (a distracter) was presented vit6 the Negative light,

or .if a large number-of negative stimuli were presented aerially, ox if the
.

. . .

.
..chilid was kept in the experimental situation for even a

.

mildly xtended period
/

: 1 to

'of time_, incorrect impulsive responding to the negative stimulus'also increased
.

.

:sharply (to as high as 50-66X of allnegatiVesignals).
. %

. ,,. ., .

'An analysis of the latent periods of the reictions. pf these children suggestfd '
, ..

,

, .

.,
thit with the repetition-of,,positive signals

'
'the-Iatene period, rather than

... /4

/ .

becodinkstable, *grew progressively shorter'as the level of excitement in the
.

r . . . i t,

child rose. This is.interpreted by-Khomskaia es indicating a progressive weik- /-
.--

'I.. ..
ening of inhibitOry processes which eventually l eadskto premature reactions to

negative as well as to positIVe signals.

In a second sub group of CA children,,-reactions to rapidly'preseOted 4.ignals"

..

1

changed in exactly the opposite direction from these of the first flb group,

Increasing the difficulty of the task led to a total cessation of the child's

4
ti

response. First the requisite motor response to short Positive signals

began to be omitted and subsequently reactIons to all signals ceased.- In such

childrew,,latene periods began to lengthen prior to the complete cessationf

responding., In discussing-the differeitial reactiotraf these sub groups of

children with CA, Luria (1958) intimates'that the direction of-performance in

thiJ task correlates to some extent with clinical manifestations' of hyper- and'
-.

.

hypo activity. Unfortunately, however, he cites no specific data to this effect.

-A repetition of these same experimental conditions with a .verbal instead

of a motor respdnse (e.g.', saying "must" in response to a positive signal and

1
"must nay" in response to a negative signal) demonstrated that CA,shildren were

-,....... .

'.
. .

able to maintain clear and stable correct speech reactions even when the stimuli
.'s

were of short duration and presented rapidly. This was equally true for both.

. .
.

of the CA sub groups discudsed above-. Latent periods were similarly significantly.
1

---, e
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more stable under speech response than under motor resRonse. (1958),

in summariiing Khowbaia's results,'notes that "these facts convincingly demon-
%

strate that in these children, the neuro-dynamics of the processes on which the

speech system is based are significantly more intact than the.neuro-dynamics of

the processes underlying the motor reactions" (page 30).

In order to evaluate the dynamics of the interaction between the signal

ems in CA children, the same experimental conditions were repeated'once

again, but the child's speech and motor reactions weKe effectively combined by
/

:aeki z him to respond 'to each signal by saying "must" or "must notuand by

floultaneouSly squeezing or not squeezing'the response bulb. combined
.

response, mode led to a major increase in correct motor respondi-g in children

of both CA sub groups. Thus, impulsive responders decreased the numbr im-

pulsive reactions from the 50-60% obtained under a motor-only conditions

''to only 10i15% with speech accompaniment; inhibited ri,eponders' omissions

4
virtually disappeared; and, in both groups, latencies became stabilited.

Lastly, a fourth repetition of the procedure in which the child was asked to re-'

turn to silent response led once again to an increase in incorrect responding.

In another series-Of experiments by-KKOiaskaia (Luria, 1958), CA chipren

were presented with taro series of stimuli which differed minimally from each
%

, other either along the dimensiou of brightness or of duration. In both cases`,

Al differences VI stimuli were so small as to approach threshold. TNese

anaOtons whiCh are generally difficult for any population are apparently
(

Luria, 1958) especially difficult for CA children. Even when a diffel:entiaz

seemed to have keen dlaborated,several successive presentation's of -the

`negative stimulus with' no intervening occurrence of the positive stimulus for

rpOses of,compariecin would lead to incorrect respondilig. However, infrociuc-
.

ing a condition in whiCh each child was told to name each stimblus led to a
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consid4rable improvement inoperformande, while 4 control proCedure in which
i .

f.,
. ,

the child simply said qi.see" to each sudmulus did not. h', -

A similar paradigm, utilizing-a kinesthetic differentiation ip which the

child, was told to r4iPond to a red signal with a weak squeeze and,a green signal

with a strong sql.teezeelieitedadequatepirformance'under conditions of moderate
prh

stimulus length and duration. However, the shOrtening of the signals and an

increase in rate of presentation produced a deterioration in differentiated

response. Instead of switchio rabidly from weak to strong response depending
2

on the stimulus, the response ,. CA children tended to undergo a gradual transi-
.

tion over several trials from weak to strong squeezing'in relative,independence'

of the ;intervening. stimuli, Again, however,requiring 2n appropriate verbal

accompaniment led to an immediate improvement-in the, flexibility and differentia-

tion of ,response. In general, therefore, it would appear that among CA children

there is a strong tendency toward-Neither impulsive or inhibited responding-

under conditions of difficult stimulus presentation. Luria interprets this as

evidence for a disturbance in the equilibrium of nervous processes: contrast,

however, to this imbalance at the level of the first signal system is a relative

equilibrium and stability of the speech system which mikes it possible to use

---:

. speech reactions to compensate for the instability of motor processes. t

...,

Although the pedagogical implications of Soviet research will be takemlip.

in-detail elsewhere in this paper, it may at this point still be worthwhileXtp

.note briefly khat this research,which indicates the potential compensatory value
%

of the speech reactions of learning disabled children, would seem- to have major

implications for the, design of educational tntervention. A number of investiga-
-e

tors in the West have suggestedsimilar possibilities (Meichenbaum and

Goodman, 1971; Wozniak and Nuechterlein,- 1973),



Lastly, it should also be pointed out that Luria and his colleagues, ,in other J.

places (Luria, 1957, 1959), have suggested that while the initial elaboratiOn

of difficult differentiatedreactions of this type presents the same general

'problerritoMRs as to children with TRPD, the use of speech to facilitate such

reactions in MRs is also difficult to achieve, :This appears to offer the

clinician an important differential diagnostic criterion.

HNA and the Broader TRPD Classification. Using the "speech reinforcement

method" and elaborating a series of successively more complicated conditioned/

connections, Lubovskii (1972) has investigated HNA in school-age children with

a full range of forms of TRPD. In general, he TePorts that a simple (positive

only) conditioned reaction to speech reinforcement was elaborated_im TRPD

ren at approximately the sane rate as in formals, i.e., "the formation of a

new conditioned connection occurred in almost all cases after.ouly a single
4.2

combination of the' conditioned signal with the reinforcemene(page 11). In

addition, as is also true with. normal children, in many TRPD s bjects the
t

conditiOned reaction was inhibited after its first appearance and was restored

only 'after from two to ten repetitions of the signal and the speech'reinfOrcement.

i

, contrailt to the, performance observed with normal.studen'ts, however, in
'...

,
,

N
children with TRPD a marked variability existed in both the size and latent

, ,
(

Periods of the conditioned reactions. The presentation of 'extraneous stimuli
. ,

...
,v. .

,...
. ...

- (i.e., distrac ors) exerted a considerably strongeninfluence on the responses

Of TRk subjpets thari on those of normals. '41though Lubovskii fails to specify

. ,

the axatt nature'Of this influence, it niey.be assumed, in'line with Pavlov's

(19'28) general characterization of external inhibition that it would'result:An

-

the child's omitting response to a positive stimulus. In adoiltion, verbal report

of the rule behind -the simple conditioned connection we6 generally adequate for

TRPIJ children, but was nonetheless-reminiscent of reports given by younger preschool

t
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children in that the causal connections between the signal; the reinforcemen

and tne condiW.oned reactions were not always accurately' reflected.

The initial presentation of new stimuli often elicited a broad

C
generalization of response in the TRPD subjects. This was true`,for /some

ate'

children even when the,,stimulation.was presented in another modality from the

original conditioned signal. Lubdvskii notes that this wide generalization is

also characteristic of oligophrenics. However, in contrast,to MRs, the TRPD

'children in this sample ceased to manifebt any generalization when, with re-

,.plated trials, a correct differentiation had been developed.

Simple differentiations were quickly formed in TRPD subjects, rarely re-
:

quiring more than one or two trials. Howffer, the stabilizing of these reactions

proceeded very slowly, and in some chil4en, this was never achieved. Lubovskii

points out that despite the fact that TRPDs could quite adequately verbalize

the rule of response, inhibition to the negative stimulus was repeatedly re-

leased andtthe children often responded impulsively. Furthermore, all of

these children nciticea their errors and usually did so immediately after the

reaction.". According to Lubovskii, this is another characteristic which distin-

gutshes the child with TRPD from the mentally retarded.

Reversal of the signal meaning of the stimuli after differentiation

occurred eaSily in children with TAPD after only a few trials. However, in

distinct contrast normals, TRPD children only rarelyexhibited a systematic
r

reversal (..,f all connections, such that observation of the reversal -of a single

p4irive stimuluswould induce an- immediate reversal of-the meaning of all other signals

in the Cask without even a single trial with reinforcement for each signal.

As with MRs,- children with TRPD found the stable establishment of relatively

fine discriminations (e.g., two' similar-intensities of light) .eery difficult.

Howver as distinct from MRs, some TRPD children were capable of picking up
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the intensity difference on the first trail (i.e., orienting to it) and using'

it to establish a differ4h6.41 response as, Lubovskii asserts, typically

occurs with normal children. However, unlike normals, TRPDs found it difficult

to elaborate a stable response on this basis,

Another charapteristic of the behavior of TRPD children in this situation

which, distinguished them from MRs was a high degree of spontaneous speech

activity during analysis of the signals. It was often observed, for example,

that during the early trials, 'children would begin to speculate about the ruse.

governing the order of presentation of positive, and negative stimuli (e.g.,

haying things like: "Two times press; one time don't press "), This type of

active hypothesis generation was not, as a rule, observed among MRs. Furthermore,

;.and Lubovskii suggests that thia is the fundamental distinction between TRPD

and MR groups on such tasks, in the TRPD children in this study, correct isola-

tion of the datifictive fee ure to be responded to and verbalization of that

feature generally preceded the appearance of a differentiated motor reaction.

Only rarely was the reverse formation of a correct motor differentiation 'despite

continued verbalization of an old incorrect rule' observed:and these later in-

stances generally occurred only when the distinctive feature was duration. This

Lubovskii ascribes to the fact that TRPD children find discrimination of

relative differences in duration extremely difficult since correct differentia-,

tionof duration requires an inhibition of immediate response to all stimuli, Only

by waiting pntil he offset of a stimulus

hence, without an ihn ition of immediate

will be impossible to detect. Lubovskii

is it possible to :judge its duration;

response to the stimulus, duration

argues that this type of initial

inhibition of impulsive response is developmentally a rather late acquisition

even in normal .children and is weakest in children with both infantilism and

acthenic conditions.
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In summary, Lubovskii feels that while children with TRPD exhibit a number

of characteristics of HNA pathology which are similar to those exhibited by the mentally

retarded, they do so to a lesser degree; and they differ qualitatively from

'MRs in the extent to which the'verbal system is active in the formation of

conditioned connections. He also points out that these characteristics are the

result of inadequate strength, poor concentration, and a marked inertia of.the ,

nervous processes -- characteristics which are all also observed to some degree

in younger normally developing children.

The Orienting Response, HNA, and Differential Diagnosis of TRPD. One last

technique for diagnosing individual and group differences In HNA to be mentioned

only in passing, since published reports of its use extend only to MRs and not

to TRPD children, has been described in some detail by Luria (1961), based on

work by Sokolov and Vinogradova. Luria points out that "there can be at least

three different reasons why the child can fail in rchool and why he cannot ac-

quire the knowledge the teacher wants to bring to his mind. The child may be

unable to learn'because he es not hear or perceive what the teacher is giving

him. In a different case, the child cannot acquire the knowledge, not because

he does not hear. He does hear, but he does not listen; he is riot actively

attentive enough to all that is given to him. [Or, third] the child hears

and even listens but he does not understand the'material given him; hefis

unable to generalize or systematize itu(paget8). In order to differentiate

.failures in hearing from those due to attentional and/or comprehensional deficits,

Luria suggests the use of techniques for measuring the orienting response

(Sokolov, 1963).

Briefly, the orienting response (OR) is a generalized, non modality

specific sensitization of the receptor appaYatuswhich occurs to sudden changes



in stimulus energy., Depression of the alpha-rhythym in EEG recordings, galvanic
I

'skin conductance changes, and vaso-constriction in the finger tipsiare typically

employed as indices of t!.. -ccurrence of an:OR. A subject placed in a quiet ""

room with earphones on will give evidence of an OR to'any sudden above- threshold

sound which is delivered through the earphones. In this way, obviously, 'the

OR technique can be employed for audiometric evaluation without fecourse to
-

verbal response. In addition; however, it is one .of the most important character-

istics of the OR that with'repeated presentation -of.:a stimulus (e.g., a tone),

changes in EEG, galvanic skin conductance-and fingdr blood volume will habituate,

i.e., the OR will gradually decrease in amplitude until it ceases to occur.

Over repeated trials, in other words, the subject will cease to attend to the .

tone. On the other hand, this does not occur in normal subjects if the tone is

given a'signal meaning. If, 'for example, the subject is told something like

"count every tone you hear," then a stable OR, which does not habituate is

elicited. The tone has become meaningful and the subjects attention to it is

stabilized. Furthermore, if, while the subject is actively listening for tones

to count, a strong soundis delivered from a source external to the earphones,

it will not produce an OR. Presumably the normal subjeceis engrossed in

listening for the tones presented through the earphones and pays no attention

to the outside noise.

Use of this technique with severely mentally retarded children demonstrates

exactly the reverse effect. Even when the child is instructed to count tones,

the OR habit .tes in a very few trials and a strong outside noise produces as

intensive reactions Luria concludes that this technique has obvious potential

value as a measure of children's differentifil 'distractibility.

Lastly, Luria points out that comprehension in the form of semantic

generalization can also be studied employing this same general approach. For
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example, designating only ones among a set of words (e.g., "cat"),as a signal

stimulus stabilizes the OR to that word but allows It touhabituate to others.

Words which are either semantically very similar (e.g., "kitten") or phonetically

very similar ("cap") can then be inserted experimentally'into the word list

at random intervals. Luria reports,that, in general°, normal school age child-

ren show evidence of semantic but not phonetic generalization of the OR while ,

their severely mentally retarded ali-mates are more inclined to generalize

along phonetic linei. Although this technique may have been utilized in the

USSR with TRPD children, the results of such investigations, if'they exist,

are not readily available.

Psychological and Psycho-Educational Evaluation

In evaluating a child for retention, in a regular school program or for

assignment to an auxiliary school for the mentally retarded, Soviet psYChologists

employ, along with anamnestic, physical, neurological, electrophysiological,

and HNA data, the results of the child's performance in a wide-ranging series of

psychological tasks 'and data. :om detailed observations of the child's behavior,

failures, and successes in the classroom.' The content of most of these tasks,

both psychological lnd psycho-educational, is' traditional, and, as Brozek (1972)

has pointed out, it does not vary greatly from that which is encompAssed by

most of the standardized psychometric: instruments employed in the West. The

form of such tasks, on the other hand, is perhaps uniquely characteristic of.

Soviet psychological and psycho- educational work., First, both the administration

of the tasks and the evaluation of the outcome is essentially clinical and

diagnostic rather than standardized and psychometric. The examiner, in the

absence of published normative data, mu;t rely Oil his vim clinical experience

I
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and, where available, published descriptions of the qualitative characteristics

of the task performance of various diagnostic groups in evaluating the per-

.

formance of an individual. Second, and particularly in cases in which TRPD

must be discriminated from various forms of mental retardation, administration

of diagnostic tasks may occur in a multi-step process in which the child is first

asked to perform independently, then provided with a graded sdries of organiz-

ing-assists from the examiner, and then again asked to perform independently.

Evaluation of the child's performance in this multi-step process takes into

account notonly the characteristics of his initial approach to
0
the task, but

also his ability to profit from adult assistance and to transfer any improve -

Ifient to subsequent independent performance.

The sources of this unusual format for psychological and psycho- educational

assesament may be found in,two characteristics of Soviet psychology which'have

already been alluded to: 1) a heavy emphasis on intellectual processes as

socially developed functions and a particular reliance on Vygotsky's notion of

varying "zones of potential development"; and 2) 'rejection of standardized,

psychometric testing on philosophical as well as scientific grounds. Each of

these will now be discussed in some detail followed by a summary review of the

primary psychological and psycho-educational tasks employed In differential'

diagnosis.

Social Organization, Intelligence, and the "Zone of Potential Development,"

From the dialectical philosophical perspective which underlies Soviet science

(Wozniak, 1975), higher-orr human psychological processes such as complex

perception, voluntary memory and attention, and logical thought do no represent

innate forms of, intelligence. Rather, they are viewed as gradually str ctured

5
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during the course of 'child's development through active. encounter With a

social and physical world. Initially, intelligent action'is entirely external,

involving the physical manipulation of objects and overt social nteractions,

Gradually, however, in the course of development, these actions be ame detached

from the specific social and physical contexts in which they have be n formed,

abstracted and generalized with,the participation of the language systen, and

internalized as the basis of higher-level mental process,
a

Social interaction, in the Soviet view, plays a critical role in both the

formation of complex actions and the process through which these actions are

internalized. Thus Vygotsky (cited in Luria, 1958) asserted that such "complex

processes are formed in the course of the child's development and that they are

accounted for by the niimee2formizatethndsalaniot which arise

and are adapted by the child in'the course of its manipulations with real objects '

and in its intercourse with adults "(page 39)

A corollary to this point of vieW,-is that the chiles development begins in

his earliest interactions with his parents'and older siblings and continues

through the work of his teachers and other adults in society. Thus, although

the very young child is initially incapable of successfully accomplishing many

tasks by himself, in instances it. which he encounters diffiCulty, the adults

and older siblings who surround him will often intervene and provide him with

the methods necessary to succeed in th4 task. It is a cornerstoneof Soviet

developmental theory that what the child is initially able to do only with such

help, he eventually comes to be able to do independently by virtue of incO4ora-

ting into his, own action and eventually internalizing the organizational

prinqiples inherent in the assistance
. ,

which kxe receives from others. Asluria,(1961)

quotes Vygotsky: "The function which is today divided between two persons
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will be interiorized and become,the independentmental function of the child

himself"(page 6).

Luria (1961), in 4iscussing this principle of the social origins of cogni-

tive evglopment, applies it to the question of psychological assessment, and

it is in this context that the meaning of Vygotsky's notion of the "zone of

potential development" may be most clearly seen. Thus, Luria asks: "When we

,know that the higher psychological processes, including intellectual activity,

have this complex developmental history and dre formed in the course of the

child's speech-based social relatiOnships, can we continue-to adhere to the

OP

former static principles in assessing a child's abilities and intellect? Can we
f . ,

,...

c
, 0

continue to mdke onfident
.

judgments.of a Child's intellectual development
g

, !. .
.

.

. merely on whether he performs agiven$,task on Ilis,own with greater pr lesser
'

m

Success"(pages 40-41). In answpx to his owp question, Luria suggests that given

the principles, of social developilent a morelappropriate method of psychological

evaluation might involAre a comparison'uf the child's initial independent per

with that of which he is -capable teasing direct adult assistance and

Ehen,particdlarly, with that of which he'ts capable after adult intervention in
k:

subSequent independent performance. This suggestion is similay: to one made

originally by,Vygotsky which he referyed to as "the investigation of the child's

zone `of potential developmene(Luria, 1961, page 41). This "zone" is essentially

the range of potential development caracteriseic of a particular child and

manifested in his ability to profit from adult-provided organizational cues.

The concept of "zone of potential development" has received broad currency

within the Soviet Union and'particularlyp with respect'to the question of

differentiating children with-TRPD from MRs for the purposes of prdgram assign-

ment. As will be discussed in more detail in the next section on experimental

-psychological research, it is the general Soviet view that a critical criterion

ti

4



for th'differentiation of TRPD from MR is the didth of the'Child's

,potential development. Although initial lever of

stay be siitlar forchlisien,Wkth TRPD and'ior

zone of

performance-on many wks

it is felt, on the

both clinical and research expelienci, that PD children will be able-to
r

more immediate advantage' of systematic adult-provided otganizational.cues

hr,

to tabk soluti

level of develops

better

formance.

is

II

s of

ake

relevant

In addition, because of their'Potential for aniultimate.

nt well within the normal range, TRPD children s hould also be

...

able 'to profit, from adult-OroVided cues in subsequent independentiper-

It

this way, an ev?luation of a child's "cone of potential develop-
,

,,

can bean extremely impO'hant tool for proper diagnostic classification.ment"

..1

Soviet Rejection of Standardized l'sychometeic Testing.

1" . N.,. 411 . -

batkground'to the reject on qf standardized teiting_in't6e''SovAet Union includes'
.

<, x.-1--. ,

a complex series of political, economic, and scientific events.Occurring in

the late twenties

1936 of a decree

Against Pedology)

of this decree),.

of this article.

standardized psy4c

a

and early thiPties which culminat d iii the promulgation ih'

by the Central Cor4aittee of- the Communist Party (the Decree

which outlawed "te'stology" (cf.; Wortis, 1950,, fof a discussion

Clearly an analysis of these events is far beyond the scope

However, a brief discussion of contemporary objections to

hometrics may possibly 'help to Clarify the reasons behind the

heavy emphasis in the USSR on clinical diagnostic procedures.

First, it is not, as Z-1"ccasionally ehouiht, that Soviet psychologists

oppos4d to all evaluation of intellectUal performance. As this

are

article has attempted to show, the structure of the Soviet system of speci1.1

schooling requires such evaluation. It is rather standardized, overly quanti-,

fled, single-administration IQ tests\to which Soviet scientists direct their

heaviest criticism.

a

I.
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Some of this criticism, particularly that directed at an over reliance on

quantification (e.g., the computation, of an IQ), arives from political and

philosophical principles in Marxist thought. Thus, it is often stated (Cf.,

Zeigarnik, 1965, for one such Itatement) that the attempt to "measure "cor
.

..,. .
.

0 . , ,
.

1quantify intelligence is based on the false'principle.that mental capacity is
..

.

ehow a fixed quantity and innate and that such development that occurs is

f

merely linear, quantitative and largely predictable from earlier measurements.

.14 From the dialectical Soviet,MaVicist perspective, as noted i4theprevious section
: 1

on "zo of piitential development," nothingpauld,be'farther from the truth.

Auantitative mdthods, they argue, miss the mbp1e point of the potential for

further deveiopment which alwayselcises in humln intellectual functioning. In-

steed sueh methdds esamate-onlf the quantity of already acquired knowledge
4

e
. 4

an (here the argutent takes on politicavertones) "children of the higher

. sti.ata a capita' ljt society, having' been brotght up in favorable cbnditions

1

amid having received a bktterNeducation, reveal a wider range of knowledge in
--: , '

. ,,
6 ..

1

these tgsts
o

and and thereby enfolled
(

in schools with a higher educational.standard
,

thin children.o6hpiess wealthy strata of slociety"(Zeigarnik, 1965, page"42).
-

In the,Sovietiei;;in.other words, psychometric tests are aedignedssO as to

perpetuate the class structure in ca6italAst society.

,.
Second, the objections which Soviet psychologists raise against psychometrics

L . . '

are by no means only political and philosphical but are often based on =Jae

purely scientific considerations. The, alitative aspects of poor performance,
t

they point out, are often ignored in standardized psychometric testing. This is

particularly true with respect to variables such as the child's work methods,,

strategies of problem solution,' and attitudes toward the tester and the test,

thermore, because of the highly rigid, standardized nature pf the presentation,
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the, child is given little opportinity to employ his strengths Co Compensate

for his areas of weakness, something which he may do every day to achieve

perfectly adequate--adaptation to conditions in his home and classroom. In

addition, the rigors of standardized presentation virtually exclude the pos,

bility of obtaining criticallnformation about Rossible compensatory mechanisms

which might be employed in organizing training materials for the child's educe-

tion.

The typical single administration of psychometric instruments 'and the care-

ful attempts in test construction to minimize "contaminating" adult interactions

are,,of course, also the subject of Soviet scientific criticism. From the point

of view of the concept of the "zone of potential development," a single evalua-
,

tion,of t4e child's independent performance is precisely. the approach most

likely to lead to a deformation in the evaluation of th intellectual

abilities. Worst of all, as Zeigarnik (1965) has pointed out,, the more

pathological the subject'a,intellectual development (and often therefore the

more important it isthat the assessment be accurate) the mos* likely' single

administration, independent psychometric testing will lead to a stereotyped and
1. "

inaccurate evaluation.

Psychological and Psycho-Educational Tasks. The tasks to be described in

the following paragraphs are in-general clinical use in Soviet psychology and

psychiatry (Pevzner, 1961; Zeigarnik, 1405) and'two clinical studies (Dem'ianov,

197,1 Reidiboim, 1972) suggest that they are alsobeing.actively employed in the

diagnosis of TRPD. However, as will be apparent from the revimpresented in

the next section, most of the recent experimental research dedicated to the

systematic analysis of the differential psychological/performance of chil-
.

dren with TRPD has,employed variants of these tasks. With few e:-eptions,

the authors of these investigations cite A lack of information on that differentialr-v,0
I 4,
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pe'rformance as the jdstification -for their research. This, in turn, suggests

that in the.absenceof experimental evidence on the variations in the behavior of

MRs,
_

nTRPDs, and normals -o these tasks, evaluatioh must still be basedea

on the examiner own clinical experience.

The tasks employed in psychological evaluation fall roughly into five

categor ...:-- 3)

(

general knowledge; 2) visual analysis; 3) spatial organisaviun

4) phonemic hearing; and 5) cognitive functi--ing. Clearly, these groupings

are somewhat arbitrary, and there is a great deal, of overlap in the degree'to

a spedific'task taps abilities withinidifferent categories.P The category

headings chosen, howevh., generally refledt both the functional apprich takent',

%by Soviet p'vchologists and reporting conveltioni often Seen in the Soviet

clinical literature (cf., Pevzner, 1961, for a-similar breakdown incase history

data).

Each' of, the major psychological and psycho- pedagogical assessment4tasks

-be described. Where clinical data on the differential performance of

T FD ,ren.exists, this will also be reported here. However, data fromex-

periments employing the same or comparable tasks will be reviewed in the next
ti

sectioe. Furthermore, - tasks for which experimental data ex'sts will be de-

4cri bed onlybriefly here since they will be taken up again in that section.

General',Knowledee. Questions about everyday facts, such as where and with

whom the child lives, what his father and mother do for a living, what the

names are for the days of the week, months, or seasons, are employed

(Pevzner, 1961) to assess the child's general, orientation to his surroundings.

H,:perimental research (Shevchenko, 1974) on the level Of general, knowledge in

TRPD ,Children will be reviewed in the next section. Typically, however, it would

appear that the TRPD child does not possess as broad and deep a knowledge of

his environment as doesathe normal child.
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l

_Visual Analysis. The general format for evaluating the child's visual

-analytic abikities is to present him with a line drawing or picture 'and'ask
4

him to desc ibe it. Zgigarnik (1965) has pointed out that "this apparently

simple.task may becof great value in revealing whether the subject perceives

. the material in generalized form or whether he dwells only on unessential

details--whether he immediately describes the general meaning or becomes fixate,'

upon the parte(page 59). The complexity of this task-can vary from simple

pictorial _ object recognition (Pevzner, 1961) to recognit -ic of objects presented

.
with reduced visual cues (continuous or broken line drawings, Ketures oriented

upside down, etc.) to the description of more complicated visual arrays (e.g.,

the branch of a cherry tree). In the latter case, thezoir of potential

development can be explored by providing children whose initial analytic per-
,

,formance was inadequate with sub pictures containing minimally distinctive

pairs varying on features critical for accurate analysis and description of the

main picture followed by a reevaluation of independent performance. Expert-

mental, esearch (Egorova, 1969) involving this procedure will be reviewed in the

next section.

Spatial Organization. To assess spatial organizational ability, the child

is asked simple questions about his own bodily orientation in space and its

relation to the bodily orientation of others, his concept of left and right is

evaluated, and he is asked to construct figures from sticks or matches

following visual-spatial models which vary from the simple to the complex. On

some trials it may be possible to copy the model directly, while in others a

spatial transformation may berequired. In addition, the model may be removed

and a 5-10 secondelay inserted between the viewing of the model and the

initiation of construction. An experimental investigation (Zharenkova, 1972)
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of the TRPD child's ability to copy models will be reviewed in ,the next 'section.

Clinical data reported by Demtianov (1971) and Reldibeim (1972) suggests,

however, that TRPD children have particular difficulty with,problems invol4ing

spatial organization. Of 32 8; to 11-year-olds examined by Dem'ianov,' 11 showed

poor orientation even with respect to the sides of their own body and confusion*

concerning the "right" and "left" of the examiner. Similarly, in constructing

stick figures, 90° or 1804' transformations produced distortions in the form of

tt'e construction, and stick figure constructions were particularly difficult

when completed after a 5-10 second delay.
t

Phonemic Hearin&. The evaluation of auditory perception appears (Pevzner,

1961) to be limited primarily to tests of phonemic discrimination and reproduc-
',

tion and of the general comprehension of spoken speech=. These apparently are

then evaluated clinically by tae examiner, since no normative data or experi=

mental research with TRPD children seems to be available.

Cognitive Function. 'A number of complex cognitive variables are tapped by
e^

the remaining psychological tasks. These variables include the comprehension

of higher-order,Velations (comprehension of stories with a theme and of metaphor,

construction of a story using pictures which can be arranged in sequence),

classification, the recognition of oddity, memory, and the structure of associ-

ations. The basics of most of these'. tasks are described in Zeigarnik (1965), and

both Pevzner (1961) and Zeigarnik (1965) give detailed examples of their use

with populations other than TRPD. In the diagnosis of TRPD, however, these

tasks and often modified to make them more appropriate for the exploration of

the "zone of potential development," Some of these modifications will be noted

below and in the next section on experimental research.

Comprehension of higher order relations is evaluated by presenting the
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child with extended prose material, complex pictures, or pictorial sequences

and asking him a variety of questions about the presentation. Thus, for ex-

ample (Pevzner, 1961), the child might be read the following story: "As soon

as Serezha wakes, he begins to look for his things. One stocking is on the

chair, the other under the table, one boot is under the bed, and the other is not

in the room at all. Serezha wastes his time every morning and he is late for

school"(page 70)." The, child might then be asked how Serezha could be sure to be-
,

on time for school and questions of a similar nature designed to assess whether

or not the child comprehends the causal relations between Serezha's clothes

not being properly arranged,the time which must be wasted in looking for them,

and Serezha's being late for school.

In addition to stories, the child may be read common, simple proverbs and -

metaphors, asked to explain them or to think of some example from everyday

life to which they apply. In certain instances, the'methCd of story compre-.

hension and the method of proverbs overlap, as in an experimental study

(Tsypina, 1974) to be reviewed in the next section in which a taphor was in-

corporated in a rather long and complex-seory as an aid to comprehension.

Although this study suggested that young TRPD children (unlike normals) are

unable to make adequate use of metaphor to facilitate comprehension of a story'

theme, Dem'ianov (1971) in his clinical investigation of 8 to 11- year -old TRPPs

found adequate comprehension of allegories. Unfortunately, Dem'ianov's material

is not presented in sufficient detail to allow a comparison between the two

investigations with respect to the. relative difficulty of the'tasks'.involved.

Comprehension of the temporal relations which exist in a sequence of events

is also assessed using pictures. In some instances, the pictures employed are



serial (e,g., as in Zeigarnik, 1965, in which the child is shown a series of

5 pictures representing successive stages of the breaking and repair of a

cartwheel), and the child,is asked to arrange them in`their proper order and

then .-.ell their story. In other cases, the picture employed may be a single

complex "picture with a plot. "' Thus, the child might be presented with a picture

of a flock of doves'. sitting on the roof of a shed, _a cat crawling up to the

roof after the doves, a boy carrying a ladder attempting to set it against the

-shed so that he can climb"up and shoo away the cat to save the doves,

and a flock of goats coming out of the doorway of the shed and hindering the

boy from setting the ladder against the side of the shed. The child may then

be asked to explain the events depicted in the picture. If the child has

difficulty in initial independent performance, his zone of potential development

may be ,tapped by providing him with sub pictures which isolate the relevant eleMents and

binary causal relations (e.g., cat-doves; boy-doves; goats-boy),asking him to

discuss these pictures, and then reassessing his integration of the total theme

of the "plot" in subsequent independent performance. An experimental investiga-

tion (TsYmbaliuk,'1973) employing this technique with TRPD children will be

revieWed in the next section.

StraightAlassification ability is typically evaluated (Zeigarnik, 1965)

by presenting the child with a series of objects or pictures of objects and

asking him to arrange them' into different groups on the basis of common general

characteristics The child is free to arrange the items any way he chooses,

and hi's arrangements are e4luate&primarily in terms of whether or not they

,1-,ow evidence .of having been established on the basi's of 'general signs common

to the various objects or only on the basis of elementary (e.g., perCeptual)
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similarities or contiguity in experience. In this later case, groupings tend

to be chain-like (A is grouped with B for one reason, B with -C for another, etc..)

rather than homogeneous (Vygotsky, 1962).

Zeigarnik (1965) notes that this test"provides a means,of determining the

level of the process of generalization; (and that] we may learn whether the sub-

ject forms groups only On the basis'of the special, concrete associations or

whether he does so also at the level of wider generalizations and whether he
P

is guided by this level throughout the experiment"(page 49). No experimental

investigations of the specific characteristics of the classification ability of

children with TRPD have apparently been reported. However, Dem'ianov (1971), in

his'clinical study Suggests that 8 to 11-year.-old TRPD children do well at classifi-

cation tasks. Such a finding would be in line with the typical Soviet char-

acterization of children with learning disabilities as having a generally

adequate level of logico-conceptual development.

Another method commonly'in use, like classification, to assess the child's

ability to "generalize" is an oddity task,referred to by Zeigarnik (1965) as the

"method of exceptions." This task involves presenting the subject with, cards

on which four items have been drawn. Three'of the four objects are inter-

related via some common conceptual attribute while the fourth is "odd." The

subject is asked to pick out the object which doesn't fit and to justify his

choice. Adapted to explore the "zone of potential development," this task might

include dropping down to a three picture presentation with two highly similar

items and a third very distinct item tapping the same conceptual attributes as

the original four picture task. In addition, a series of prompts to assist the

child to solve the simple task may also be included. Reassessment of subsequent

indupundLat four arm performance would then follow. Although neither cliaal nor
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perimental data on TRPD peiformance in this task appear o have been published,

tue American specialists who recently visited-Soviet defectologists (see footnote 4

page v) have reported nblerving the use of this technique together with the

usual Soviet report that children who can take advantage of simplification of the

procedure to improve subsequent independent performance should be classed as TRPD,

.'hcreas children who cannot are likely to be mentally retarded.

Memory irs evaluated using two variations on a methodologidal theme which

can be traced at least as far back in Soviet psychology as early work by

Luria (1928) and Vygotsky (1929) and whiehis still currently being explored

(Smirnov, 1973; Meacham, 1972). This is notion that memory and particularly

voluntary memory may be investigated through an observation of the subject's use

of various types of mnemonic devices. The two variations of this method which are

usually employed in clinical diagnosis are described in some by

--',oigarnik (1965), Briefly, in one va-:iant, .the "method of. pictograms" attributed

Zeigarnik to Luria, the subjece'is'asked to remember a number of words.

In order to assist him n remembering, he is told to think of something that will

in him in recalling e words and to draw it on a sheet of paper. Letters and

-1; are, of course, not allowed as mnemonic,,, in this task. In a second variant,

7111ed the "method of indirect memorization" and attributed to Leont ev, instead

drawing as a memory aid, the subject simply chooses one from among a set of

31) pictures given him for that purpose by the experimenter. In both tasks the

rubject,after choosing his mnemonics, is asked to recall'as many words as he can

and to explain the associations =hich he farmed between remembered words and any

gemonics which he employed.

An obvious extension of the method of oictograms which might be employed

explore the zone of potential development would involve a simple unaided
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d/)memory task, followed by a task including instruction to utilize me iational

devices of the type described above, followed by reassessment of the child's

independent memory performance without such instruction in order to assess whether

or not mnemonics (e.g., drawing) would be spontaneously employed in

subsequent independent performance. Although experimental research (Egorova,

1972) on the memory abilities of TRPD children will be reviewed in the next

section, the paradigm employed there does not involve use of mnemonic

aids. Apparently, there is as yet little information in the Soviet

literature on the ability of TRPD ,5hildren either to profit from the use of

mnemonics under instruction or to use them spontaneously after instruction.

Lastly, the structure of the child's associations is assessed using several

variations of the traditional association task. These variations are

described in some detail in English by Zeigarnik (1965). For this reason and

also because these methods are quite traditional and because there is apparently

no published clinical or experimental research on association tasks given to

children with TRPD, it is sufficient simply to note here that such tasks are a

commonly employed component of the general Soviet psychological diagnostic

procedure.

Psycho - educational assessment, in contrast to the psychological diagnostic

process just described, does not generally consist of the presentation of specific

tasks, but rather of the long-term careful observation of the child's behavior,

work habits, errors, and successes in the classroom and particularly in

situations involving the basic school skills (reading, writing, and arithmetic)

and social interaction. The flavor of this approach may be gained from th-!
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summary information vrovided by Pevzner X1961) in reporting case history data

on a number of mentally retarded schoolchildren. In addition, Pekelis (1.971)

and Nikashina (1972) have published long, detailed reports of psycho-pedagogical

observation and intervention with children with TRPD. Lastly, information on

the psycho-pedagogical problems of TRPD children has also been contributed by

a number of quasi-experimental studies (Triger, 1972; Ippolitova, 1972,1974; and

Tsypina, 1972) which have Investigated the problems of TRPD children in writing,

arithmetic, and reading respectively. These studies will be reviewed in the next

Section on experimental research and the Pekelis (1971) and Nikashina (1972)

observations will be discussed in the final section on educational programming.

Little more, therefore; need be,said here about psycho-educational assessment

and TRPD, except to note once again that this, along with all of the other forms

of evaluation previously discussed, constitutes an essential source of

information to be used by Soviet psychologists in decisions concerning the place-

ment of a child in a special school or special program.

Experimental Psycholoical Studies

of Children with TRPD

With only a few exceptions, such as the early work of Luria (1958) and his

colleagues on higher nervous activity in cerebro-asthenics, experimental re-

search in the USSR on the psychological characteristics of children with TRPD is

of relatively recent origin. Thus, of the studies to be reviewed in this sec-

tion, only one was published prior to 1972. For this reason, and also because

the number of research workers in this field,is apparently still somewhat

limited, the quantity of experimental Soviet research on TRPD is rather small.

Nonetheless, this research is quite varied, covering aspects of visual analysis,

spatial organization and planni6g, attention, memory and general-cognitive

functioning. Each of these areas will now he reviewed in turn.
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4111 Visual Analysis

In clinical and pedagogical descriptions of 'children with TRPD, the remark

is often made that the child's utilization of visual material is inadequate.

Clearly a pressing task for any psychology which hopes to provide information

for effective curriculum design for such children is the specification of the

locus of this inadequacy In which of the multiple processes which must be

rapidly and efficiently brought to bear in the extraction of information from

a visual array, in other words, might TRPD children experience a reduction in

processing capacity? A number of such processes halie received the attention of

Soviet psychologists. Those which are more properly termed."perceptual" will be

discussed here. At the most basic level of visual analysis, the capacity for a

quick search of the visual field, the grouping of elements in that field, and

the integration of the data from multiple groups is assumed to be of paramount

importance in the pick-up of higher-order visual information. One possible

explanation for the relatively poor ability of TRPD,chilaren to profit from

visual materials, therefore, might be an underdevelopment in the search and

grouping processes.

This hypothesis was evaluated by Shoshin (1972) in an experiment in which

19 TRPD, 23 MR, and 20 normal children aged 9-11 years, and 10 normal adults

were given a simple number recognition task in which they were shown, visual

stimuli consisting of from 1 to 6 identical dark round dots on a light back-

ground and asked to specify the number presented. The integers from 1 to 6

were chosen for recognition because both the concepts and the responses

(i.e., the numbers "1"..."6") required for performance have been thoroughly

overlearned even by 9-year-old MRs and Shoshin wished to minimize the pos

bility that observed differences in performance might be due to variation in

cognitive functioning. In addition, to rule out any effect of attentional and

4 k .
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counting speed variations -.and to guaraqtee that differences in performance

would reflect perceptual 1:4ocesses, the stimuli were presented tac stoscop-

ically in a procedure 'designed to assess the shaatest exposure interval

required for the maintenance of a fied arbitrary level of correct recognition.

Thus the presentation interval for each stimulus was initially sufficiently

long to guarantee correct recognition, then gradually reduced until the point

of zero recognition was determined,and finally again increased until the child

achieved the standard recognition level. Tfis point is referred to as the

"temporary threshold of recognition."

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the child's search

and grouping processes, two types of configurations of dots were employed. A

9ymmetric configuration similar to that observed on dominoes and for which

the impact of differences in search and grouping might be expected to be small

e(_ause the pattern can be processed holistically) provided baseline recogni-

*ion threshold data. An asinmetric configuration in which the dots were
4

rauddmly distributed across the visual field was assumed to require maximum

efficiency of search and grouping. Consequently, the ratio of temporary
ti

threshold for aaymmetric to symmetric configurations was able to be employed

as a measure of the relative efficiency of search and grouping processes.

The results of this study indicated that with symmetric configurations,

no significant differences in temporary threshold of recognition existed

among the three groups of children (presumably adult thresholds,which are not

specifically reported,were lower) although a slight rise in threshold was

noted for both MRs and TRPDs relative to normals on the 5- and 6-element

igures. For asymmetric configurations, the threholds for TRPD children

were uniformly higher than those for normals; the thresholds for MRs were
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uniformly higher than those for TRPDs, although these differences were

(statistical,ty significant only for .61:5- and 6- element displays. This dif-

ference between perfprmance on symmetric and asymmetric configurations can',

perhaps be most clearly seen from'a comparison of the mean ratio (asymmetric

to symme c th eshold) scoreoobtained by each group as afunctiod of the

number of dots In the field. Thus, for example, for configurations with up

three dots in the field (requiring relatively little search and grouping),

normal adults and children found the asyMmetric configurations relatively

1 \

little harder than symmetric configurations (average ratios of 1.2 and 1.3

respecti'vely for the 3-dot array).. Children with TRPD, on the other hand,

required relatively more time for correct recognition of asymmetric ver

fit

symmetric arrays than did normals (average ratio of 1.7 for the 3-dot array);

while=MRs had the most serious relative difficulty with the asymmetric configura-

tiers (average ratio 2.4).

pf greatest potential interest, however, for evaluation of the hypothesis

that it is search and grouping at which TRPD and-MR children are poorest are

the results from the 5- and 6-dot figures,since it is with these that the

'necessity for search and grouping is maximized: Reviewing the data from the

6-dot array for purposes of example suggests that MRs find the asymmetric

array much more difficult to search and group efficiently, requiring 6.3 times

as much time for the temporary threshold of recognition as they do with
. _

symmetric 6-dot arrays. TRPD children also find this task considerably more

difficult vheu the configuration is asymmetric than when it is symmetric

(nY ge ratio of 2.(,) . Normal children and adults, although beginning

to reach the point at which a symmetric configuration is essential for rapid

processing of numerical information, still perform at a reasonably high level
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on the, asymmetric configurations (ratios of 1.7 and 1.4 'respectively).

The author interprets this data as indicating that:there is i relative
,

automatization of search and grobping strategies in the normal child by age

9-1,1 such that very little more time is required for the pick-up and into-i

.

-gration of simple discrete information scattered across the visual 'field than for

4th'hdlistic pros sing of more highly organittzed material.- Children with,
s

TRPD and' particularly Mis, on the other hand, do not appear to have developed

the same high level of efficiency in this basic visual processing, skill.

Shoshin suggests`-that this implies that in the classroom such children should

be allowed a longer period of time to become familia with visual aids, that

limportint information to be conveyed to the child-shouldnot be presented in

isolated elements of the field or in small detail but should be integrated

-into a single attention- getting image.

In,addition to basic perceptual processes like search and grouping, a

number of higher-order visual analytic abilities are assumed to be of great

importance in the child's differential adaptation to varying visual.,experience.,

Specifically, in order to obtain the maximum benefit from visual materials,
f.

a child must be capable of perceiving the similarities and differences which

exist among items in the visual field. Often important information in a

picture (or in the world) is carried by rather subtle, graded differences

along a number of dimensions such as color, shape, numer, orientation,L

spatial configuration, etc. The child who is most perceptive at'pickingiup

these differences will be in a position to profitaost from visual\

presentations. Since TRPD children do not seem to utilize visual materials

to their greatest advantage, it might be hypothesized that relative to normals

their ability to notice the distinguishing features of objects, i.e., to

t )
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analyze the visual display in detail (even when given the necessary time) is

underdeveloped.,

This hypothesis was explore4 by Egorova (1969) in an experiment which, in

line with the cdhceptr,of zone of potential evelopment also evaluated the

relative effects of distinctive feature,training on th performance of

childreh in various diagnostics categories. To begin, E,--,rova presented her

subjects 20 normally achieving, 30 learning disabled, and 20 mentally re-,

tarded 2nd- and 4th-grade children, with a color drawing of a cherry tree

branch. Each child was instructed lo look the picture over as carefully as

possible and to describe it in detail, telling,the experimenter what had been

drawn, how many things hey saia, what ,was their shape, color, arrangement, and .

so forth, The number of features (de,fined in terms of parts and properties

of the main drawing) discriminated by the child was employed as a met dre of
,

the child's-visual analytic ability,r---44Vaddition, responses were

classified in terms of.Jype
2

(i.e. shape,.colOr,larrangement of parts, etc.).;.

././
2k.,

On the average, normally achieving subjects discriminated 12.5 features in
4

comparison tq TPD and MR groups-which named only 6:5 and 4.5 respectively.
.,

a
. \--- ,

Differencles'among all groups were statistically siggifitant. In addition, the

range nd distrpution of petformance of the children in ,rhe, three groups pis,.
,. ,

of interest. Th' 'is presented in the top half
,
of Table'a.

,

1
4
..-

. .

-.. 4-

Insert Table 1 about here .

A %
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As can be seen, the performance of all TRPO childrenTfell in the,' middle

range of scares, with no TRPD subject in either the highest or lowest

categories. No normal child sp/ored in either of the two lowest categories

and no MR child scored in the highest category. Note also that thq modal per-

formance for both TRPD and MR subjects fell in the same category: aVerage-16g.

Egoroya, in discussing the results from this initial assessment, notes'

thee. on the basis of a combination of qualitative and quantitative factors,in

performance, three sub categories of re,pinder could be distinguished among

IUDs. The 27Z who fell in the average-L gh category virtually all

exhibited a great deal of impulsiveness, Oisorganization, and haste in re-

:Nithout listening to all of the ructions," she reports "some

oi them nodded their heads indicating that they understood and hurriedly

t,ega=r1 to tell their story. A request by the experimenter to listen to the

instructions to the end was received by the maority'of Children with evident

Aispleasure and Simply went in one ear and out the other. In naming the

eatures, they did not hold to any certain plan, they characterized the object

!itst.one way and then another. For example, one 4th grader said 'Here are

three cherries, There's a brown branch. There's a leaf like a saw. it has

this kind (indicating) of edge. The cherries are very red, And a bent twig.

114, leaf is very green." (page 31) .

Among the 73% of TRPDs who fell in the average-low group, two

se categories could be noted. Some children responded like those described

,tk,crve, only more poorly, while the majority were not impulsive, but rather

,snondPd to the instructions with statemerts that they cooldn't do it,

,r;l began the task after additional i 'r Action,

¶n the second level of the experiment, children in all three groups were
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presented with a "teaching album" in which pairs'of pictures differing on

c.

only a single feature (.g., number,'shape, configuration, etc.) were arranged

so hat each child saw only those pictures xe1evant to features which he had

,not discriminated during initial independent perfOrmance. The child was asked

to look at each pair of pictures and name the difference. If the child had

difficulty noticing or naming the feature, the experimenter assisted him with

a series of prompts.

`At the concluSion of level two training, the original'pigture was pre-

sented once again with instructions and procedure identical to the initial

presentation. The mean number of features discriminated by each of the three

groups after training was 18.1 (normals), t0.5 (TRPD), and 5.7 (MRs). Egorova

r draws particular attention to the fact that although normal children profited

most from adult assistance , n increase of 5.6 features on the average),

children with TRPD also benefited substantially (an increase of 4.0 features

on the average), almost achieving the initial level of performance reached

independently by normal students, while MRs benefited only minimally (an

increase of only 1.1 feature on the average). Furthermore, a glance at the

distribution of post training description scores presented in the bot n half

Of Table 1 suggests that for normals and TaPDs, training produced a distinct

upward shift- of the distribution, with the vast majority of normal and some

TRPD children now scoring in the highest category and with the highest

percentage of MD subjecta now in the average-high category. MRs, on the other

hand, despite minor improvement, were all distributed after training in the

bottom two categories.

Egorova interprets these findings as support for the notion that TRPDs

may be distinguished from '1s far more easily by their ability to take
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.ddvant6ge of adult orat:lizational assistance than by the level of their

initial performance. She concludes with a comment to the effect that the

critical pedagogical characteristic of TRPD children is their inability to

perform well in independent work and their concomitant capacity for improved

performance with structured adult assistance. The results of this study

suggest that teachers need to provide such assistance to the learning disabled

child in helping him to develop the &unity to make visual analyses, to per-

ceive similarities and differences along important dimensions. In addition',

Egorova also note's from her observations of the qualitative characteristics

of the response of TRPD subjects that teachers need as well to pay attention to

helping the child learn to perforn the task.of visual analysis and describe

the results of that analysis systematically, according to some plan. Although

Egorova does not specifically point it out, her qualitative observations

strongly suggest that lack of systematicity in scanning a isual array both in

terms of a spatial exhaustiveness- (i.e., covering all portions of ,the array

according to some organized approach such as left-to-right, top-to-bottom scan)

and conceptual structuring (i.e., beginning with the most global features and

proceeding in an orderly way to the description of detail) may well rank with

insensitivity to distinctive features as sources of poor utilization of visual

material in children with learning disabilities.

Soatill Organization

In addition to efficient analysis of the visual input, the adequate

utilizatiL,-, c visual material also often requires that the child structure his

response to reflect the information which exists it the visual array, To-do

so, the child must use the elements of the array as a model in constructing a

f'



plan for his own action. It is certainly possible that the TRPD child

suffers from an underdevelopment of the ability to use visually acquired infor-

mation to construct a behavioral plan or even from a relative inability to

follow such a plan should it be provided for him.

To a certain extent, these hypotheses can be evaluated by providing the

t child with visual and verbal models and askinik.him to follow these models in

the drawing and construction of objects in space. Zharenkova (1972) presented

a series of such tasks to 20 TRPD, 20 normal and 10 mentally retarded first and

second graders. In the first set of tasks, the subject was shown visual

models which contained all of the features essential for accurate performance.

The models employed in *-his series consisted of a nonsense figure made of dif-

ferent colored triangles, circles, and squares, a colored geometric mosaic of

a man, an outline of a diamond shape, and a simple printed text. For tasks

involving the first two models, the child was presented with the appropriate

materials and asked to construct figures which corresponded to the models. For

the last two tasks, the child was 'ivdn a pencil and asked to draw (write) a

copy of the model. In addition, after copying each model, the child was asked

to evaluate his work.

The primary result of interest was the extreme impulsiveness manifested

by TRPD students in these tasks. The most typical feature of TRPD performance

in'contrast to that of both other groups was the display of a combination Of

many and varied corrected and uncorrected errors. This effect was

particularly evident in text-copying Where TRPDs made seven times as many cot-

rected and ten times as many uncorrected errors as normal students. In eddi-

tido, this impulsiveness was also manifest in the construction tasks in a much

greaC6r incidence of trial and error behavior (i.e., picking up an incorrect
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component, trying it4.seeing that it doesn't match, rejecting it, picking up

'another,' etc.) among TRPD than among children in other groups.
e

TRPD chiles were, in general, also rather inaccurate and impulsive in

evaluating their own work, often responding to evaluation questions without

even comparing their constructionto the model. In addition, in the diamond

copying task, which the child performed three times, with evaluation of his

work after each trial, TRPD.childr.A generally performed more poorly over trials,

paying lesa and less attention to the model even when their awn evaluation of
,

their previous work had bten negative. Zharenkova interprets this as evidence

that TRPD children are impulsive, have a low level of self-control, are unable

to evaluate their work correctly, and exhibit a lack of goal orientation.

Ln a second set of tasks, the child was presented with two situations which

employed visual models which did not contain all of the information necessary

to successful performance. The additional information was incorporated in

auxiliary verbal instructions given by the experimenter. The first task of

this series was identical to the first task of the initial series, consisting

of the use of different colored triangles, circles, and squares to copy a model

figure, except that the model presented to the child was in 'black and white and

the experimenter verbally added the instruction that all of the elements used

in constructing the figure must be of a nifferent color. The second task re-

quired the child to copy the same text as in the first series except that he

was told, in addition, to underline thp letter "t" (which appeared 12 times in

the text) whenever he found it.

In general, TRPD subjects found.'the first task to be considerably more

ifficult than its initial series counterpart. The added processing required

to monitor the colors already used and exclude them from future, selection
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without the direCt visual structure piovided by a colored model led to a

significant increase in TRPD subjects' impulsive actions during selection, and

in the number of both their corrected and uncorrected errors. Of interest also

iS the fact that while children, with TRPD made relatively more impulsive actions

than,corrected errors and relatively more corrected than uncorrected errors,

MRs performing the same task made primarily uncorrected errors, with the number

0

of impulsive actions and corrected errors following in that order,

In contrast to the first task, TRPD performance on the second task was higher
/-

than that for, its initial series counterpart, with the majority of TRPD chil-

dren making fewer mistakes of all types. Although Zharenkova suggests that the

. results in ,this second task are a function of the increased attention to the

model required by the underlining condition, it should be noted that an appro-

priate control for practice was apparently not included. In fact, the same criticism

(though with respect to boredom and/or fatigue) might be leveled at the design

the.first task. This Lit.sit,n problem onfortunJtely makes the interpretation

of these results somewhat amllgwus.

in the, last set of tasks to be presentLi; to the child, a purely verbal vari-

ant of the colored geometric form construction task and a verbally directed

complex drawing task were nresedted to each subject. In the 'first task, the

child TA;as again asked to construct a figure out of colored circles, triangles,

and squares, ,ut the order of their distribution was given only through verbal

instruction. In addition, the subject w'as again told that each of the elementh

employed in the constructi.on had to ')e of a dttferent color.

In the second task, the child was asked to construct a design by drawing lines to

connect squares and triangles which had bec-n a ranged with small circles beween them.
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The child was also told that he must construct the design in such a way that

1) squares and triangles were joined only through a small circle; 2) lines

were always drawn from left to right; and 3) -lines had to be arawn so as to be

continuous. Because the task was complex, the child was initially shown a

model and allowed to carry out several examples with the continuous cueing of

the experimenter in order to learn the rules. The child was then presented with

a verbally described design which he was asked to draw independently (i.e., with

only the verbal directic4i of the examiner to guide him).

Results indicated that carrying out the geometric construction task accord-

ing to the verbal instruction alone presented approximately the same level of

difficulty as carrying out the task with a black and white visual model. Once

again, TRPD children made a large number of impulsive actid..ns and corrected

errors. In most cases, corrections were caused by the child's attending

initially to only one of the task requirements (e.g., shape) and then going

back and changing elements where needed to make the design conform to the other

task requirement ( variation of color). Normal student4\had no serious

difficulty with this task, and MRs found it very difficult and pa4icularly

more difficult than carrying out the analagous task with a black and white visual

model.

In the design construction task, children with TRPD had their most serious

problems during the example phase, i.e., in learning the rule system to be fold

lowed, finding it very difficult to take all of the parameters of response into

account at the same time. However, a majority of the children'in this group

who finally succeeded in mastering the rules we

independent performance.

able to use them in subsequent
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Although this is notspecifically discussed by the author, there are a

number of alternative e anations for the TRPD child's relative inability to

make efficient use of a visual model in organizing his response. First, as

suggested by Shoshin (1972) a d Egorova (1969) in the studies,previously re-

viewed, the TRPD child may be somewhat poorer than the normal child at

analyzing the visual model and/noting the distinctive features critical for

differential response. Clearly such an analytic ability is a prerequisite

for. adequate modeling, and, as such, would afTict performance in these tasks.

This interpretation is, in fact, at least partially supported by the presence

of large numbers of uncorrected errors in TRPD performance.

On the other hand, the existence of equally large numbers of impulsive

actions and corrected errors on the part of TRPD subjects even when the visual

model was replaced by a verbal model suggests that the inadequacy of TRPD

performance cannot be wholly ascribed to incomplete 1.1:sual analysis.

To the contrary, the large number of corrected errors in which. the child altered

his response as a function of feedback from a comparison of his partially

completed construction with features of the model would seem to provide evidence

for a considerable competence in visual analysis.

Another possible explanation of the TRPD'child's difficulty with use of

visual models is suggested by the investigations (Luria, 1958; Lubovskii, 1972)

of the higher nerves activity of TRPD children previously discussed. From

this research, it is apparent that inability to inhibit immediate response to

'stimulation is a marked characteristic of many children with TRPD. Clearly, an

initial temporary inhibition of respope to the model is as much a prerequisite

t
ifor adequate modeling, particularly in instances in which more than one dimen-

sion of the model (e.g., shape and color) constrain response, as is visual
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analysis. The viability of this interpretation is supported by the finding of a

large number of impulsive actions and corrected errors in TRPD performance. From

these results, it would seem clear that the TRPD child may often fail in achiev-

ing the inhibition of immediate response to the model necessary for him to

complete an appropriately exhaustive visual analysis before initiating his re-4
sponse.

Lastly, a third alternative also seen.a plausible. Even if a child is

capable of successfully inhibiting his immediate response to a model long enough

to complete an exhaustive visual analysis and is in possession of the process-

ing techniques necessary for such an analysis, it is still entirely possible

that a breakdown could occur in the process by which visuo-spatial information

(e.g. ,the. configuration of elements in a mosaic of a man) is convertedinto an

appropriate serially ordered spatiotemporal plan for the active construction

of the figure (e.g., the shoulder must be joined to the body before the arm is

attached, etc.). Unfortunately, the design of Zharenkova's study does not

provide sufficient information to assess the relative contribution of this factor

as opposed to that of general impulsiveness to the behavior of TRPD subjects

in following a visual or visual-verbal model. However, research (Tsimbaliuk,

1973) to be reported shortly, suggests that visual-spatial to spatiotemporal

transformations of this type may be particularly difficult for some TRPD

children.

Divided Attention

Another characteristic of,the behavior of the IRPD child commonly mentioned

in clinical and psycho-pedagogical observations is his relative distracti-

bility. This is, of course, a particularly serious problem for education since

the capacity to focus attention voluntarily on educational tasks even in the
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presence of background events of high salience (e.g., conversations, classroom

noise, etc.) is an essential condition for the assimilation of task relevant

information and hence of learning. A study by Peresleni (1972) was designed

to provide documentary evidence for the differential distractability of TRPD

children and to evaluate its potential value as a criterion for the diagnosis

and discrimination of TRPD from mental retardation. Three groups.. ofsubjects,

15 TRPDs, 16 normals, and 12 MRs, all of whom were 8-9 years of age, were chosen

for the study. Vibrators which produced vibro-tactile signals of an ampli-

tude and duration reliably above threshold, were attached to each wrist of

the subject and the subject was instructed to press a key whenever he felt a

vibration. In. addition he was to/gito press the,key as quickly as possible

without error and in making the response to use the finger of the hand which

felt the vibration. Lastly, the subjects were alsp required to follow the

instructions while simultaneously listening through headphones 4ther noise,

tokmusic, or to a story called "Masha and the Bear." In each of the three

tests, a series of at least 50 signals were presented in random order to the

right and left hands with the single constraint that each hand receive an

equal number of signals.

Latency of response, omissions, and commission errors were all recorded.

Approximate mean latencies, quadratic deviations, and total error scores

(ommissions plus commissions) for childrer in each of the three groups for-

each of the three experimental conditions are presented in Table 2. From this

Insert Table 2 about Here

r:1
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table, it can easily be seen that latencies for nonaal subjects were uniformly

shorter than those for either TRPDs or MRs, furthermore, while latencies for

-,srmals rose only slightly from the least (noise) to the most (story) distract-

condition, TRPD latencies rose :Wore *sharply (particularly for the story

condition) and MR latencies shved the steepest rise. All of the differences

between conditions for TRPDs. nd MRs were significant.

c.Employing,the quadratic"deviatiom as a measure of variability of speed of

reaction, it may be seen from Table 2 that variability is greater for TRPDs

than f 'normals and greater for MRs than for TRPDs. In addition, when re-

spouse must be produced while the child is listening to a story, latencies for

'12PD and MR subjects but not for normals become much more highly variable.

result is generally paralleled by the pattern of error scores which, as

kan also be seen in Table .2,-only reached noticeable levels for TRpD and MR

subjects in the story condition. However, it is important to note that even

',ere TRPD error rates remained very low.

Another measure of interest is the degree of stability of reaction time

-tr the course of the-fifty stimulus presentations. An indication of this

stability can be gained for each group by a comparison of the mean latency

to the first ten stimuli with the mean latency to the last ten stimuli. While

,ione of the groups showed any prono,,nced '"etardatiou in latency over trials

ltihei listening either to noise or to music, all groups slowed somewhat in the

;ory condition. For normals the average change was (11 7,secs,, for MRs 112

;ecs., and for TRPDs, who registered the greatest change, latency increased

12n msecs.

viewing the pattern of results from this experiment as a whole, a number

conclusions might be drawn. First, only background stimulation in the form
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of a story appears to have a generally negative effect on the performance of

all children. This effect is much"more marked for children with TRPD and

for MRs than for normals. Peresleni points out that this differential dis-

tra,:tion cannot be explained by a lower level of interest in the story mani-

fested by, normal subjects, since, on the contrary, the normal students

appeared to,be more interested in the story than TRPDs and MRs.. Thus,

for example, when the experiment ended before the story was completed, normal

students asked much more frequently to hear the story to its conclusion than

did TRPDs or MRs. Apparently, therefore, meaningful background stimulation is

a powerful distractor, and a more powerfdl distractor for learning disabled

.and mentally retarded children'than for normals.

Second, although in terms of both the mean and variability of latencies

TRRDs,performed more like MRs than like normals, TRPDs were still able, even

during the story, to maintain an almost normal accuracy of responSe to vibratory

signals anda far higher level of accuracy than MRs. If one makes the common

assumption with Peresleni that the size of the latent period of a choice

reaction is a neurodynamic index which reflects the speed of processing sensory

information in the central nervous system, then it would appear that TRPDs give

up a certain speed of processing in order to maintain accuracy under conditions

of high distraction (story). However, it 'is clear that this is by no means the

only implication which might be drawn from latency data. 'Rather, TRPDs and

MRs also both register considerably logger latencies to reaction than do

normals even in the condition in which only simple noise is played into the

earphones. Since it is likely that subjects would quickly habituate to noise

and that such noise would also serve to mask other potentially distracting

sounds, one would, if anything, consider this task to provide reasonably
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optimal conditions for attention to the vibro-tactile signals." The relatively

slow reaction times of MRs and TRPDs even in this situation, therefore, suggests

that a noticeably slower rate, of sensory information processing may be a general
p

characteristic of their performance.

Lastly, a requirement for continuous vigilance ''appears to some extent ;

for all subjects and most dbviously for children With TRPD to result in a decre-

ment in performance over time. The author attributes this decrement to fatigue.

However, it is possible that a story which has a plot /line which gradually

builds in interest value might tend to be mpre highly distracting at the end

than at the beginning. Unfortunately, Peresleni's design does not allow these

two possibil_ies to be distinguished.

Taken together,,the results of this study have important implications for

a characterization of the learning disabilities of the child with TRPD. When

simple, discrete, and reasonably well spaced stimuli are presented to the child

for processing, TRPD subjects are able to maintain a hie degree of accuracy

even under rather distracting Conditions, but only by virtue of slowing an

already relatively slow processing rate. It seems obvious from this that in

situations such as the classroom, where the child becomes the target of informa-

tion which is presented serially at high rates requiring continuous coding

' and storage, the TRPD child is likLy to he at a serious disadvantage.

Cognitive Functioning

In its most general meaning, the ceLm "cognitive functioning" refers to the

acquisition and use of knowledge. What knowledge does a child ha%.ie? How did

he come to acquire that knowledge, and how does he use the knowledge which he

has to guide his actions? Given this broad definit4_on, it is easy to see that

quetions of perception are to some extent inseparable from questions of cognitive.
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'" function. Knowledge about. the world comes to the child through' his 'senses.
a -

bettgrorganized his pefceptual processia4 capacities the more efficient
.%

will'b- his information pick-up and the -greater the breadth and depth of hif

knowledge. This is not., however, a u idirectioilal effect, but.rather au

interaction. ft is equally true that the more knowledge a child has gained

about tree world, the better organized 'will be his perceptual processing and .

the more efficient his information pick-up since the child cad upe the knowledge

to.strdeture his perceptual activity. Thus, for example, the child who comes
,

.to "know" that the orthographie'exp,ression of his language is a code which

"-eroceeds from left' to right will he much more efficient at.picking up the

. information which exists in the orthography; that is, his knowledge will guide

and systematize his viSLal analysis. On the other hand, the realization that

left-to-right progression is an important variable of orthography, i.e.,

"knowledge" about the releVance of this spatial dimension to the task of r.6.4d-
:

ing,mayte,inaccessible t(:), the child until his visual analytic techniques have

developed a,sufficierit deb-ee osystematicity to allow him Lo pick up enough
9

.

orderea information about ,,the orthographic code that he .can notice its'left-

'
.

right progression., Although Soviet Psychologises may not phrase, the problem

in exactly this way, it is nonetheless their confirmed point of view that know
,

ledge, perception, and action exist,in al,mutual, continuously interacting

system, jointly determining the childievel of adaptation to the world.

Given this perapective, the defielencies in basic perceptual skills such

as search and grouping, in visual.analvtic techniques, and in general iniorma-

lion processing capa6ily in children with TRPD su vested by the research just

reviewed might bes erected to be both a source of underdevelopment of basic

kni.471.edge about ,thei world in TRPD children and a.reflection of that same poor
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development. This hypothesis, viz that TRPD children are characterized by

a relatively low level of knowledge about the world, has been evaluated in

aeveral Soviet investigations.

Shevchenko (1974) conducted a series of semi-structured individual discus-

signs with 20 7-year-old TRPD and normal children. The topics chosen for these

discussions involved the surrounding world, natural phenomena, and the child's

own ity. Among other things, many children with TRPD were found to

have relatively incomplete and'imprecise conceptions of parental occupation.

Althpugh they might know the location or general enterprise at which their

parents worked, their knowledge about the dutries associated with parental

professions was often poorly developed. Furthermore, a warning by the ex-

perimenter at the end of the initial discussior of parental occupation that he

would talk to the children about this topic again seemed to have little effect

on tkhildren,with TRPD, While alm--.!t half of the small group of normals who did

not ecise and complete answers to these questions initially obtained

this information from their parents in the interim and performed at a high

level in subsequent discussion, few TRPD children did so.

Reasonably parallel findings are also reported by Shevchenko regarding the

TRPD child's knowledge of the Ru&:fIn patronymic system. Despite its

2,iquitous use in addressi first grade TRPD children, in contrast to normals,

)

have rtt cone to reelize the relationship between the -patronymic and the

father's first name. Furthermore, although TRPD children could, with train-

ing, come to comprehend formatidd of the patronaic, they did so only with

relative difficulty suggesting that they die not initially possess the concept.

Shevchenko interprets these findings as support for the notion that TR7D

1,hildren are characterized by a relatively poor development of certain "eery-

dav'' cortcepta. However, in line with results reported for the next experiment
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to be discussed, it should be mentioned that an alternative explanation is

possible, particularly with respect to the TRPD child's poorly expressed know-

ledge of parental occupatixis. In assessing this knowledge, Shevchenko em-.

ployed a discussion technique which does not readily allow one to distinguish

between absence of a concept and difficulty. in Noluntary recall of information,

As we shall see, this later process may also he one which presents particular

problems to children with TM.

Assuming that comprehension of visual and aurally presentee materials

occurs on the basis of the concepts .ihich the child has available for

processing incoming information, then studies of comprehension provide

an indirect indication of the level of the child's knowledge. Two of the most

interesting Soviet experiments with TRPD children are of this type.

The first, a study by Tsypina (1974), in addition to measuring comprehension,

also directly assessed the level of the child's knowledge of relev,': information,

Eleven 1st -grade normal, TRPD, and 2nd-grade MR students were chosen to parti-

cipate in the experiment. The procedure consisted of a combination of story-

telling and discussion periods arranged in the following order: 1) Initially

the child was engaged in a semi-structured discussion of dandelions. During

the discussion, the child was asked to tell the experimenter everything

he could about dandelions, The number of distinct features which the child

mentioned during the diz.:.-ssion served as a dependent variable. 2) Next

the child was asked to listen to a story read to him by the experimenter.

The story, called "The Golden Meadow," centers around a dandelion meado,7 which

changes color every morning and evening as the dandelions open and close.

Comprehension ot the main theme of the story requires that the child appreci-

ate the causal-temporal relations between ti .e of day, 1.!.e opening and closing
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the dandelions, and the change in color of the meadow, In order to facili-

tate coriprehension of the causal effect on the meadow of the opening And clos-

ing of the dandelions, the author of the story compares the dandelion to a

hand which can open to reveal fingers or close into a tightly rolled fist,

3) When the story was completed, the child was asked to retell it in his own

words. 4) Following the retelling of the story, the child was engaged in a

second semi-structured discussion in which the following questions were asked:

What happened to the meadow? Why did the meadow change color? What does it

say in the story about a hand? 5) Finally, the child was once again asked,.

"What do you know about dandelions?"

Results from the initial semi-structured discussion demonstrated that

while TRPD subjects knew something about dandelions (naming from 1-3 charact

istics) and more than was known by MRs (who named only 1-2 characteristics and

those only after prompting), they were not able to mention as many character-

istic features of dandelions as ere normal students (5-6), This appears to

reinforce the suggestion oy Shevehenko that the level of knowledge of TRPDs

is somewhat underdeveloped; howeVer, as we shall see shortly, such a conclusion

may be premature. In addition, and of particular importance for the inter-

pretation of the remainder of the experiment, no child in any of the three

groups was initially aware that the dandelion opens and closes at different

times of the day.

Performance in-the immediate recall of the story (i.e., retelling) was

analyzed by dividing the story into five main sections and scoring for incInsion

of each section during retelling, In addition, two of the five sections,

which contained the information about the'relations between time 0, da, the
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opening and closing of dandelions, and change of color of the meadow were con-
-

sidered to be most essential to the sense of the stor7, Upon rete'.ing,these

were tallied separately, In general, TRPD subjects performed about as well as

normals in recalling the distinct subsections of the story. Although there

was somewhat higher variability among TRPD than among normal students, most

reproduced the text quite fully and included the two essential sections (as

did normal students). MRs, on C,r; other hand, reproduced the-story incomple

out of order, and usually without the two central sections.

In order to clarify whether the high level of ebtained.re'call reflected

e Y,

a concomitantly high level of story comprehension by TRPD children, the answers

given to the questions in part four of the procedure (after retelling) were

analyzed. Of the 11 TRPD subjects, only 5 gave evidence of understanding what

caused the meadow to change color, and even they appeared to be somewhat con-

fused, talking about the meadow opening and closing instead of the opening

and closing of the dandelions in the meadow. The remainder of the TRPD group

disregareed the story entirely in at-tempting to answer Clis question, suggest-

ing to the experimenter that perhaps the meadow turns yellow in the daytime

from the h!at, etc, In contrast, all but one of the norh.al students were able

to explain' the cause of the phenomenon (despite the fact that none of them

knew initially that dandelions open and close); and none of the MRs coeld do

so succeSsfelly. In addition, all of the normal subjects, only 9 TRPDs and

or.,ly 1 MRs were able to indicate that they understood the relationship between

the meadow changing color and time of the day.

lu the text of the story, as mentioned earlier, the author emplos a clear

metaphorical comparison berwe-e the opening and closing of the dandeliohs in



,:,TnIng and evening and the opening and closin, of a hand which is able to

.,lit its fingers or curl thcm order to help the child Ara,,o

i'lva of the dandelions chafhtin.t, an idea which 1.; essential to the compre-

hens:on of the theme as a whole, rhe great ,,,aloritv (q of 11) of Tki'D child-

ten did not comprehend this comparison or even notice it this was true of MRs

as well, while over half of the normal subjects undPrstood and were able to

explAin this literary device.

)

1110 Cleat implication of these findins Is (hat the ahiltt\ exhibited by

'I Laren to recall and accurately retell a story which has been told to

is not necessarily indicative of a high level of comprehension. On the

J-Jrar recall appears to accomplished I,Jrma,ly, in a relatively rote

This would suggest that new infomfation, though accessible for "re

might not necessarily be available to r J4eneralized transfer to a new

he data from part 5 of the procedure in which the children were again

what they knew about the dandelion 19 Particl,lari% interesting in this

,egard.

asked a second ti.:c to descrihe dandellous, -.ost sn')iects began with

tenetifion of the characteristics which the% had Itsted in the ere-story
neM

However, while '11.s Si pl -ztonue,f alter 1.,pearinz f .eir earlier

.its, normals welt on na c 1-2 ore 'r>1' -it s he dandelion than

ad named previously and TRPfs added fry cl.aracteristics to their

riptions. In fact., the pertorf,tahce hildrf-J, a' ";Is point aporoxi-

Ju cuality the descriptions obtained fro, .)ormal durrrw the

pre-story discussion. feafhreq which

mhiecfs named were not drawn fro 1 were not included In

text itirfhermore, not S single ' fh "1 feu? va=1 al.le to invorporafp
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the one new feature of the dandelion which was included in the text (viz., that

it opens and closes in the morning and evening) into his description, toe out

of 11 normal students, on the other haad, did mention this newly discovered

characteristic, and it accounted for most of the increase in their description

scores.

Tsypina interprets these fiadings, first of all, as indicating a relatively

low level of voluntary recall ability on the part of children with TRPD

Apparently these children were initially unable to "think of" all of the,

characteristics of dandelions which they knew. Only with the provision of a

large number of retrieval cues through the story and discussion were they able

to demonstrate .their true levei of knowledge about dandelions This indicates

in turn that data such as chat from the, previously discussed study by Shevchenko

(1974) which suggests a low level of concept flevelOpment among TRPD subjects

must be interpreted with caution, sinee it-will often be difficult to dis-

tinguish between a lack of knowledge on the part of children with TRrD and a'

relative inability to voluntarily recall that which i's.known,

Secondly, from the fact that only normal subjects and not TRPDs were able

to incorporate the newly obtained piece of information about dandelions opening

and closing into their post-story descriptions, despite both groups having

routinely included it in retelling the story, Tsypina concludes that memory

for the story among TRI'Us must have been based largely on a formal rote repe-

tition rattier than on comprehension of the theme and that\comprchension must

be essential for the generalized transfer of information. rhis conclusion is

turthei supported the observation that among normal subjects, the 9 tot 11)

childrenvho incorporated the new information about dandelions Into their

deccrtptions were the same 9 children who demonstrated clear towprel,,..osron

!he causal relations to !he text.
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A second investigation of comprehension in children with TRPD was con-

ducted by Tsimbaliuk (1973). The goal of his research was to evaluate the

relative capacities of TRPD and normal students for comprehending the higher-

order relationships which exist in a complex visual array, which in this

instance was a picture with a plot. In order to provide the opportunity for

maximum differentiation of TRPD subjects, Tsimbaliuk adopted the general

Format of the "zone of potential development" study.

A group of 30 8 to 9-year-old TRPD and a comparable group of 7 to 8-year-old

normal subjects were shown the following picture: A flock of doves is sitting

scattered across the roof of a shed, A cat is creeping up on the doves un-

noticed. A boy is putting up a ladder intending to drive away the cat and

goats are coming out of the shed, hindering the boy and threatening to knock

over the ladder. The subjects were told to look at the picture as carefully

as possible, to tell the experimenter what is happening in the picture and how

it is happening and also to think of a title for the picture.

In order to characterize the child's level of understanding, explanations

of the pictured events were rated according to a system based jointly on the

number of cause and effect relationships noted in the picture (a maximum of

3 is possible. cat-doves; boy-cat; goat-boy) and on qualitative attributes of

the explanation (e.g., sequential connections, tendency to merely list objects,

etc.) Employing this system, children's stories were distributed into four

categories. 1. Attempts to explain the story but with no apparent compre-

hension of the plot. Not a single causal relation is mentioned, and generally

the mo,-...dents of the animal, pose of the hoy, etc. aee only vaek,ely understood,

It. Attempts to explain the story with no real comprehension of t'he plot. one

cause and effect relation may be mentioned; but the child generally on11. lists
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objects and actions III. Ixplanatioos of the story which achieve some

success, bu' with a partial or one-sided comprehension of the meaning of the

cause-effect relations "Iwo cause et feet relations are usually indicated,

but the sequence of events Is t%picall nooi l elucidated. TV. Adequate ex-

planations of the plot. All 'irec cl,,se-cftect rtfations are noted and in-

tegrated into a single unified YLetre

Explanations given h ':RPr' and ,tofmal subjects were distributed as follows:

For TRPDs, 3 were assigned to catcgor, 1, 14 to category II, 8 to category III

and only 5 to category IV. The '"ea n ,ategory score for the entire group was

2.5. For normal students, on the other nand, none of the explanations were

assigned to category I, only h to cate4or', II, 10 to category III and 14 to

category TV. The mean categore score 'or normals was 3.3, differing

significantly from that obtained by thildren with 'iRPD Although there is

sizeable overlap in the performan,,e distrfhotions of the two groups, it is

clear that on the whole normal Yucl,,t, were better able than TRPDs to Integrate

the information in the visual arra- to crodnte a coherent account of the plot.

rhe second stage ot procedure was composed of a training session in

which children who had given incomplete explanations (levels I-III) on the

initial task were shown a set of additional pictures depicting sub-stories of

the main pint. These pictures were shown to the child in three-keaas5i,a1

ttages, with the assistance of tile l'xperimenter progressing f,rom a hare

minimum to dire demonstratioh, lirst set of training pictures presented

the characters in the nail the root, cat creeping in front

01 tole ,,hed ;oat «1,1,10 (lot i );,1e1 ht. (109r C , ;,` le : t each

character Via.; portrayed Separat , t 114, 11111 ' plot . The child was told

to look the pictures oVer ,n secint.fce and to dec(ri /e them 7is ..rfnimem



of training was included on the theot% that for some children poor per-

romance on the original task might have beet a simple function of poor iisual

analysis. The enild might have neglect_d to notice one or another of the

components of the picture and thus havt failed to _omprehend the plot as a ,niule.

When the child had looked the pictures over, 1:e was told that he now knew more

about how everything happened in the main picture and that he should try to

tell the story again, If the child still did nor reach category IV in his

evplaaation, a second intermediate level ot .ra!nil,; was employed.

Intermediate training presented ldrfu with pictures, each of which iso-

lated a single cause-event relation (e.P., ,;oats comin out of the shed and

* :shin g at the ladder, the cat approaching the c,oes, etc,) The child was

s'wn niv those pictures appropriate to LLe ause-of tect relations which he

'lad previously omitted in his explanations, 'his was followed by another

:,pportunity for the child to explain the plot of the main picture. Any child

w'elsc explanation still did not reach the leypl of ctegory IV was provided

with a third and final training session. Iii this training, a set of 5 sub-

71ctures which clearly depicted the serial order of the events in the main

piCture was shown to the child; ,Ind the child was (Ild t describe the events

his portrayed. When this descriplien task was ,(rpieted, the child was once

av,ain shown the main picture and asked to explain !he pie!

The results of training and retesting s,h,:ted that mitsmal training

(nrovision of simple pictures of isolated charect ts) was eyeefive primarilY

for children in the normal group. procedure. one 01 the

ritaI sl.idents remained at level I! and ,c(cs?;t !II' (tossed trom

e-el 7ft to level IV. A,onv, chlidte,n w.

He:, affected only a total of 4 stmi(nts, 4r,qs,t .1,, ;1

f'T level train-

and two
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who crossed from III to IV. Tsimbaliuk notes that it is of particular interest

that the 3 TRPD students who were at level I on initial presentation (implying

an ;nability not only to name the cause-effect.relations but even to describe

the characters'with precision) stayed at this level after minimal training.
\ 4 , 1

,

This was true despite the fact that these children were able with the immediate

assistance of the experimenter to achieve $ high level of accurate description

during training.

-F
Intermediate training (provisiLA of pictures which isolated binary cause-

.

effect /elations) assisted all of the remaining no a jects to achieve a

type V categorization. Among TRPD subjects, ever, with a sole exception,

only hose children who were already at level III managed to achieve adequate

category IV explanations after the intermediate training routine. The re-

maining children w TRPD (and onlyTRPD subjects) all required the final,
,s^

most expl cit training experience in order to produce level IV explanations,

:nd even afi*r this final training there were still a few TRPD children who

v'ere unable to provide a complete and correct explanation of the plot'.

Tsimbaliuk notes that it was typical of these children (i.e., those who never

achieved a high level of comprehension) that their explanations remained

virtually identical from one repetition to another, Apparently they were

unable to incorporate the information imparted to them during training into

the inflexible routine which they had established with respht to explanation

of the plot.

in discussipg the total pattern of results from this study, the author

suggest's that among children with FR PD (just as between children with TRPD

and MRs), there exists a wide range of individual differences in the Width of

the zone of potential development, Thus, for example, although the measure
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of initial performance failed to differentiate among the 14 TRPD subjects

whose explanations fell into category IT, the results of the. training tasks

suggested that some of these children were capable of rapid progress when pro-

vided with the additional structured assistance'involved,in training, whereas

others improved their performance only slowly or hardly at all.

An additional advantage of the training experiment which is only touched

upon briefly by Tsymbaliuk but which bears special mention is that the

systematic provision of ordered assistance to the child in tasks such as this

one can provide extremely valuable information to the experimenter about the

locus of any performance deficit which the child manifests, Thus, for

example, the existence of cases of immediate transition from category II or

even III to adequate category IV explanations following only the elementary

additional assistance provided in initial training suggests that fo' some child-

ren (primarily normals), the original failure to produce a cornple.e integre-

`:ion of plot 'elements was due simply to inadequate visual analysis. Forcing

the child to attend to the details of the action of eaeli'of the plot characters

produced an immediate integration of the total theme of the picture.

On the other hand, theAact that some normal and many TRY p subjects were

,,nahle to achieve a level Of complete comprehension after minimal training,

suggests that poor visual analysis alone could not have been responsible for

their poor performance. Taken together with the improvementin explanation of

the plot affected in all of the remaining normal and many.of the MIT subjects

by interediate training, this would seem to indicate that in processing a

complex picture (with a high rate of simultaneous information input and many

distracting features) some children may have dilficulty in identif)ins; the
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specific causal relations,which exist between paired eh:Ira-eters. Although

both characters which enter into a cause-effect relation are 'perceived, they

are apparently perceived independen*ly. Intermediate training which isolates

and consequently forces attention to the binary relations which constitute

the plot elements may then have assisted children to perceiVe the characters in

interdependence and to integrate them into single cause-effect Rairs (e.g.,

the cat will eat the doves, the goats will knock over the boy's ladder,.etc.)

Lastly, the failure of some TRPD children to produce cltegory IV explana-

tions even after intermediate training suggests ttlat still another source of

difficulty must have 'hindered their performance. Since this task essentially

poses the problem of integrating visual material for verbal description,

adequate performance requires the transformation of simultanecius information

into a plan for sequential verbal output. The TRPD child may find such trans-

formations extremely difficult. Although he sees the three separate biniry"

cause-effect relations which constitute the plot elements, he may not know how

to go about ordering them in time so as to integrat them into'a single temporal

theme, This hypothesis is supported by the findin' that some of the TRPD

subjects still unable to achieve an adequate explanation of the plot after

intermediate training were able tp take advantage of the sequence pictures

provided during the final training routine to produce at.egory IV explana-

tion. -Presumably they needed to see the temporal sequence portiayed visually

in order tocompr hend the temporal plot relations. This suggestion also

seems to be 'Ile with the results of the previously discussed study by
I

Zharenkova (P.'72) in which TRPD subjects were found to have difficulty with

l e
the visual-spatial to temporal-sequential totansformations required for accurately

)

following a visual model`in'the construction of a design.
. . ,

,. ,

.
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Memory

()nee information has been taken in by an organisffi and utilized for on-,

spot adaptation to the surrounding environment, it must be coded and stored in

a form which makes it easily accessible for u ilization in the future. Informs

Lion which does not remain accessible is at least functionally lost to the

,t-c;anism, and the quality of future adaptation sUif,ers accordingly. Data

from two of the studies of TRPD children so far discussed (Shevchenko.

1974; Tsypina, 1974) indicates at least indirectly that TRPD children may

suffer from a lowered ability to voluntarily access information which they are

knnwn to have stored. This hypothesis has also been put to a direct test

r,4,rove (1972).

Eighteen 1st- grade and 22 2nd-grade subjects and 20 normal 2nd- and

,

3rd-graders (all children were aged .9-10). were presented with an ,immediate

recall task id which they were briefly show;) a collection of 20 pictures of

high, familiar'objects and *_hens asked to recall as many of the objects as

tAeN. ccuslcrin any order. The set of 20 pictures was shown 5 times with recall

assessed following each presentation. In addition, follawingfthe fifth trial

with this set of pictures, the entire procecbire was repeated a second time
r

wit' an alternate set of 20 pict'u.res. Thys each child was give; 10 recall

trials in all, 5 with the first set of 20 pict:Ires aod 5 with the second set. c-,

,
-

As anticipated by pgorova, the overall i.ecel of recall for normal students

(-,ean,7 14.5 items /trial) was somewhat higher-thao that for IUDs (mean -11.9 items/

trial). :. In.addition, a number of qualttati?, ,.!Itta-rcnz-e', in the memory performance of

sLudents in the two groups were obsern,ed. !-t,r %jmple, altnough all sub-
)

sects (while pidking up new items) to se me oxtent lost items over the five
)

,trials which they had reveal orrectiv after trfal 1, this tendencv,was con-*

siderably more marked in TRiTs than in normal children. , ',1111s by trial 5 the
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ratio of newly recalled to repeated items., had only declined to 32.7% for

TRPD subjects (as compared to 16'0 Tor normal' students), indicating, a

substantial rate of turnover in their recall. New,items, in other.words, con-

tinued to constitute almost 1/3 of the items recalled by TRPD subjects even

,. after trial 5.

Furthermore, although the recall performance of TRPD and normal subjects

differed only slightly after trial 1 (8.8 and 9.7 items respectively), by

trial 5 this difference had become more marked (13.8' vs. 17.4 respective).y).

In part this reflected the fact that while maximum individual performance was

achieved by almost all of the normal students after trial 5, onlyt50%

of TRPDs peaked at this point. After trial 4, 32.5% reached their

nighest recall levels and 17.5% reached this peak "after trials 2 or 3.

The high percentage of new items in the recall of TRPD children 'after trial 5,
N

therefore, cannot be simply accounted for by-a large relative increase in

total recall on that trial made up the inclusion of a large number A new

ems, On the contrary, for many TRPD subjects total recall' after trial 5

w9s, somewhat 16wer than on previous trials. Apparently thiswas,because old

items- -items recalled on those previous trials--had been.-lost.

Some insight into the source of the recal.1 problemsof TRPD children may

be gained fromthe observation by Egorova that overall stability of memory

performance, as measured by a comparison Of average recall levels%for the
/'

first self 20 pictures witn those for the second set of pictures, appears

to decline much more frequently for TRPDs than for normals (37.5% vs.

10.; and to improve .much inert frequently for normals tfian for 1RPDs

(35% vs. -12.5%). Furthermore, these Changes are mirrored b)'

changes in.the frequency with which the grouping of recalled material is

observed in the two samples. While normal students gronped about 40%
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& . ,.

of their.recalled.paterial after trial 5 9F the first set of pictures in con-
-

. , . - .
trast to TRPDs..who grouped only 20, this percentage rose' to 57.5%-for

. normal subject following the last trial of the second set of pictures

and declined to 10Ifor TRPD'S'. Since the rate of groping may b4 taik.
, 2

as a rough measure of the efficiency of a subjeCc's Storage and retrieval
f , -: a.c

4 L
teChnique's (Smirnov, 1973), this seems to.imply that the decreased memory

performance of TRPD subjects over time may t4 more -,a functionof poorly.,
, ' --`

'developed storage nd retriever processes rather than of the decay and absolute

,
losa,of,the information which, has been,sored. In conjunction with 'the iind--

ins, of Tsypina (1974) that TItPD childre knew more about dAdelion's than they

were able t6 recall voluntarily (i.e.,. w tout the experim-ent-al provision of ex7
=

yeriences Which could function as re,trieval cues), these findings indicate that

TRPD children may suffer from poorly developed memory strepegies which make it

difficult fOr them to access.
1

formation even when ,thehave once obtained it

Unfortunately, degpite a karge quantity of workain!this,area

dren (Smirnov, 103), Soviet investigatgrs h'ave Aparetitly t asyet attemptel

specifically to investigate possible differencestbetweem the memory strategies
.

of normal children and those wich,fRPD,-

Psycho - educational performanC'e

-,.
.

, R
i

latively
i

poor adademic performahce is,/of course, the hallmark of

A
V 14

. Jr, 6 ,

TRPD. 'A number of deficiencies in basic information processing skills ohich
. .

, . .
. . .

might'be assumed to uhderlie.adpects of ¢this poor academic performance ahave been

/ ',...
4

reviewed in the previous pages, .In ger*al, children With TRPD appear, to be )

poorer 'than their normally achieving age-mates in inhibiting immediate response.:
...

to stimulation,'searching for And grouping information in the visual field,
t

p

I.
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..rforming,systematiP analyses,yliial analyses rocessingsensory information on u
1.fortinder ------..3

,

p

. --,-o' T, .
l p

accessing'W.
CO 1 ' ns.of high distraction, storing and'voluntarily information,

9

.

. i
4

t

' Ve
-.

.
' wl.i,cii;has beenrobtedined,.cogyerting visual-sppial information into a.spatio-

.f
'

/
,

',
r , ,": f ' ". ..

,

temporal plan of action, and comprehending a variety of higher-order reiation-
,

1
.

ti

ships (e.g.;.bcause and effect, plot linest

.The question then immediately arises: How"do these deficiencies- 4 c =
,manifest- themseivevin academic'tasks? In what areas of classroom-performance

.

are children with TRPD particularly weak and in what Fees are they §triAng?
0:

. 411ftok.,

.

'what are the types of errors in academic tasks which are .characteristic of
. .

,

children with TRPD? It is clear that effective curriculum design for the child
I .

'with TRPD requires a.knowledge of both characteristic deficiencies in basic
, . .

,_. , .

information processing skill and characteristic, errors and problems asaoci-
.

aged with p ary_school performance. tn line,with this, Soviet defeotologi s
- (Pekelis, 1971; -Nikashina, 1972 ;, Triger, 1972; Ippolitova, 1972, 1974; Tsypina,

1972) ha,e begun to report both clinical and experimental investigations of

the academic 'performance of children with TRPD, The clinical observations

will be discussed in the next section oA educational programming; however4 the

results of thd initial experimental work on writing, arithmetic and reading

will be...qui4k1y summarized here.

Triger (1972) examined the typeS of errors made by 66 normal and 23

TRBD children given a simple dictation to write at the end of their first

year of study in the public school. Although a number of spelling errors

which might be traced either to inadequate analysis of the sound of a word

or to inadequate mastery of certain grammatical rules (Russian is, highly

fleeted language yith reasonably phonetic spelling-sound patterns) were common
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'
to both normal and TRPD children, one class o:f errors was made only by the

1 ,

r

'c *

1r#

1. #

,P0 sampte.
.., .. ,

.

ype of error

,` t., ,

waayhht,assoc,i,associated with d, a ferenti atI. r sente,nc
.

t
. .. ,

.
.- -......

'from'a.textlusinr .capital letters and periods:
.

. 4
E % : .4g# ...-.

. . .
V

K
-'',

.0 ) 4:
Since afsian first, graders.are Caught the vise of capitals and pet'

, ' ,
-' 4 . : i i 'a# ,

differWlate sentencei In writtem,4peach, the authXr-hpothestzeefhat h .

b

.
C

. 1
.' . , "

diceaCiop of & meaningfully connected text, the TRPD rhild-must fail t4o.perceive
4. # , , ,., # 4I 1 . . 4

,
.

the text.. as wiset of sentences,pprehending it l'ather as a whole which
,

in-
u

,

4 .41

Cludes tht'description.of a single situation. Having f:i.iritten the-fix5t word:. 0 . N,
i....- ..,.. . ..

. ,

of,,the dictatIon with aeapital letter, these children put a peiiod'only At'
\.

. T.

. , ..

end of the dictation when, in their.iew, the thought has bben completed

I
-..

To eVal.. ate'this hypothesis. Triger presented TRPD subject's with two dicta.;

lions' containing the same'number of sentences, The first dictraion Net s a

.".flonnected description; 'the' second was simpl:y a list of sentences not unified
. - .

n% a single. theme.. .

'.6t : ti .#.4,
Theresu).ts (:) this dicta n experiment supported the above 'hypothesis.

'-s ,,TRPD subjects utilized, a significantly higher number of periods-AO pitals
- ' ' v 1,

.

V ....)rrectly when presented unconnected sentences in dictation than when' presented

I
.

e ;' : ..'

...,

.

i

,-

ithla uni0.ed- e e The author suggests that ,the TRP7,child knows how to

eth?loy capital ;etters'apd petiode (i.e.', he knows the. geseTal rules of hei't

*

'1-,s6) 'and that he. even Has concept of a 'sentence as constituted .by a'

unified collCtion of words; brrt that'his knowledge of sentences is

not sufficiently well.'- developed to allow hill to differentiate sentences out of

connected discourse. A further implication which might be drawn from, this

result is that TRPD children may suffer from deficiencies in auditory analytic

a)ilit }Pith in some ways parallel hose problems which they have in analyzing

1
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fr

tote visual/ fiel . 'Although there is ,little evidence in the Soviel literatgre

whidh touCOes'th6rectLy on thistissUe, it is'eer_ain,ly an area -which bears
' X .

c..17

exploration, particularly becapse'ofthe obviously, detrimental effeCt wilich poor
.

t
. ,

.

auditory analysis would, have on the WO child!a attempts to learn to .rtad.!... r
0

,, The, characteristj,c performance of-TR childitn in.sorving arithmetic
1/4.

.

. .
,

sT.' -

$roblltns has been studied by Ippolitova (1972, 1970_ An prle investigatioti, t .

. w . , ... -
.

.

(Ippoli,,tova, 19i2), 20 8 to 9-yearold TRIT anci:1, 8-year -old normal,Auhiects

N.., l
were given'two-column 4ddition and subtraction prOblems to solve in their heads:

. .

leficient two-column mental, arfthmetic requites that the child .be able tb bieak
1

. -
. .. '

:nu
. .. , e

h"
.

o,

..

mbers.ilos.ht IA°their components, add r subtract components, and then ,

recombine- to -,find the appropriate sums oriremainders. .Tleus, far example, an,

efficient
.

method of adding 34 and 17 Menthlly is to decompose 34 into 30 any
.

.
, 4

4

4, 17 into 10 and 7, add the 30 and -co to get 40, add the 4 and 7 to get-'11,
I .

.
and add the 40 and 11 to reacOhe .sp4 of 51. With practice, this procedure

--,.

can becoMe highly automatic and much faster than add tg in coluthns (L.e.,

' 7 + 4 = 111;. remember a 1 and carry a 1;(1)+ 1 + 3 = 5; therefore 17 + 34 = 514,

Particularly for larger numbers, since it requires considerably less ment

record keepinA. ,

..
-

though the'pipblems presented to the children in this'study were

:qu te simple, TRPD. children were able to solve only 40% of,them in their

heads as Compared'to 93 solve normal students. To elecidate the

source Of 8ifhollity among ZRPD spbjectsjppolitSgoia'asked them, awing other

things, to decompose simple numbers (elg. 5 and 8)'into their climponent parts.

Thus tteS child was
FY

...---,

of the norma student exhibited a clear conception af the 1-ask and a high level
: 4

,

asked, for
,

example, ."what.is.5 made. up of?" While 90%'
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2 . .

.

ility to_respong-accurately, almdst80 % of the TRPD Studenls.hgd
-

. % >
A .

not yet mastered 'theN2omposition ofnumbers ttturr 10: ''t

.
.,

In'order to-ase,,,TiPDISubjeCits tO the toic investigators, presented
--.

.

,
4

them with,various visu aids in whiCh bers:of objects were brokeA down-infD-
,,.

,,.. .
, .

,

their component-groupings (e.g., the child might have been shown:a picture qf

.. ,:

,'five leaves in groupi of two and three). Presenting tase materials to the
.

.
-

ei,-,tild" .ren for short inter 11; (3 seconds) and asking them to tell the experimenter
Jr.

q aI
how many objects they sawdemOnbtrated-that TRPD subjects, unMe,norTaills,

; . ..

initially. made little 1 usa of quick search and grouping processeb and ins-.Itead'
f3.. . .

.
.

red to count objeCts one.by one, This is,, of course strongly reminiscent

t th6earlier reported finding by Shashin that v,isual search and grouping

skills are poor*, developed in TRpDs. With initial simplification and repeated
1,m A

presentation of these materials and coaching from the iiiperimenter, however, Some

'

TRP6,subjacts-weret.eventully ible,to Profit from these tasks to improve

their ability to sub ivadWnumbers.intd components. A number of TRPD chil-

dren though, did not imu cite, remaining,at the lowest level and'continuingto

,

depend on one by, one counting for numerical determination.

In a second,study, Ippolitova (1974) first presented '25 9-year-old TRPD°
4

and 15 Ayar=old normal children;with verbal arthmetic problems of the form:
4/

"A boy ,found 9 pine.cones, While a girl found-,7 pine cones more. How many

pine cones did the girl find?" 'E child was asked to solve the problems

both arithmetically (i.e., using papei- and pencil);aild then practically

(ise., using pine cones and placing them next to figurines of a boy and a girl).

Normal students had no difficulty with this task in either condition, and

;

students with TRPD were fairly successful (88' at solving the .pr6blem
., .

. , .

eticellc.: When asked to solve the same-problem practically, however,

'

A
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t.

the majority of TRPD subjects were at O.rst indbirect. -Thus ro TRPD SubjeCts

correctly placed 9 pine cones next to the 11oy, bibt'anty 7 neXttb the girl; and'
,

8 others pl'eced 9 pine cones next to the "boy bUtPara the remaining cones next

4. 4.

to the girl: 0n being told to reread dick problem, think c.botit theirPearliei-_

arithmetic solution, and try it agaln,'howeverl all pf the TRPD.subJecils we're

able to adhieve 'a correct solution. . .

From ehe above results,qit would appear that re.is a strong. tendenCy
. ,

among children with`TRPD to apply arithmetic calculatipnal procedures to the

+4

solution of a problem in a relatively rate, stereotyped fashion, witho see-

. ,,ing the c section betWean'these procedures and practical activity, fkaddition,
.

. ---
;4> N. . .i

there is a strong suggestion from the form of these children's errors in the
r

i . .-

practical task, that they do not possess sufficientfy well-developed cencepte

1-
of "more than" and "less than" to guide their piactical aciionA Specificaily;

as in the Rrevioualy reported!tudy'(Ippolitava, 1972),TRPDchildren do not
,-.

:appear to realiztthat a
,

statement likA."seYen =lie than k" refers trwtqo .
...

..

distinct component!, it and 7, and that constructing X + - requires firit match-

ing X'and then. adding 7 to this quantity.

Ippolitova investigated this pdasibility by yiesentihg the child-44n^with
,

another set of Similar problems (e.g.; "place two -Lace books on the Atiiif'than
c

0 3 '. .

are on'the table"), followed by training -in the concept ii.of "more.than" arid ,'
... ..

0
"less than" and then by several tasks designed to'asksess-the generalization

,

of training effects, The-central idea of the training routine was to induce

the child to conceive of "more than" as equivalent to "44 many as plus" and

"less than" as equivalent to "asrmany as minus"

The,results of administration of the initial arithmetic tasks were quite

a
similar to those obtained using the original set of problems. Amor.g the

"
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rleD subjects, 40% understood quantities only absolutely rutting

only 2 books on the shelf), 25% appeared to respond ra,,sig ndomly, . anW 5%
t ', v

, used all: available objects (e.g.,qputting all A ttfie books on the shelf), How-' '.
, 4

I'V.
T

.

ever, after training in the'concepis of "more_than" and " ess then," most ok
..

-

the TRPD children were able not ontroto perform correctly ¢u rto transfer their

neWly:learned skill to tas,s,which were similar in content but, required

. f
opeiatiori not.with,discrete objects but with obects which were combined into

stnglIunit'(e.g., "build a house using two blocks ,fevey than this one"),

',Taken tog6ther, the results of these two studies of the solution of

A
ari mftic ppoblem by 8- and 9-year-old TRPD subjects suggest ,that the deVelop-

ment of certain number and number related concepts.which require the ahlysis

oi! a whole' quantity intO,p6mRonents is deNyed in children wits TRPD. It

is tempting,to.hypothesize that this relativieky slow development is at least

a partial reflection ,of{ the TRPD child's relatively poOr yisual analytic

ability since many of the cues for the differentiation of quantities into

c3mponentsouId likely be visual-spatial cues., However, the researchnecessary

to evaluate such an hypothesis remains to be done. 04

.
Finally, reading, even more than writing and arithmetic, is a task in

which chldren with TRPD are known to encounter serious difficulties. Informa-

eion on reading errors in 1st -grade TRPD subjects has Wen provided by'

a (1972).' She performed a three part study in which she first collected

vidually tape recorded samples of oral reading of, a simple 94 word iassage
-'

by children who had failed 1st grade and been placed in ar,texperiment'Sl"
. .0

lassroom in., the regular school. rhis toltial evaluation was conducted at the
1.

the child's second year in school and first in the exp ental program.

1'

((/

of.
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Her,resulfs'iridicatedthat'TRPD reading rate. was generalty very Jaw (15 wolds

.
Nr

per minute), 'rarely did reading prottessby syllables, and "adding on"

. . t,

(repeatedly returning to the beginning of a word and gradually accumulatlyg

soundS) was common.

' a
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.1

,....

In carder to assess the degree to which terrors of this type ;were fpedific
T .

.
*

.

1
.

,

tia-TRPD children, a second component was Added to the study. A grOup of TRPD
t-

subjects who, in Ts
t

yPina"s°terms., had reached the end of the "alphabetic
, `,.

.
. .

' .

peribd",and a group.of-normal students.were matched for reading achievement.
.

...(

All subjects, in other Words, h d nstered the alphabet and sound-letter

., ..

correspondences but were'still hot- reading by syllables. Vgeneral, the
, .. ,

e.
g 't

r

TKPD subjects at this point were midway through their 'second year in school
A

and normal, students were midway through their first year. TRPD subjects were

k
therefere as year older than the normal subjects on the average. .

1 e . a,

Each., child was given a paragr`N

4

ph to read and to retell in his own words.

Following the retelling, ,the Chil,was also asked to answer questions abaft

the content of th paragraph which had been read. Under these conditions,
4

normal and TRPD,subj4cts were found.to be equivalent on.l letter knowledge,
1

ability, to.join letters into syllables and words, and reading speed (about 26ti
'words per minute). In addition, both groups tended equally to confuse lettere

v.
for which, the distinctive feature was a spatial elemen t. However, while TRPD

subjects ,made 1 1/2, times fewer error& overall. and were able to retell the

story much more fluently (though briefer) than normals, these game TRPD

children were totally unable to answer questions about the causal connections'
a

between events in the story. Normal subjeRts, on the other hand, Although

fining the retelling Problematic had little difficulty with the comprehension

task.
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A third component of the study consisted of a(reevaluation with'a control

qor.possible improvexient dUe ta'retestingY of reading perforlahce at the con-
, 4

elusion of the school year. The results indiCated that both groups had sig-.
.

nificantly improved their reading speed an0 normal students hat progressed

somewhat beyond TRPDs (40 xs.,34 words per minute). 'Transposition of letters

and poor differentiation of Consonants had dropped out of the perforMance of

both groups, and, in general, errors of all kinds had declined; This decline-
'.

was much more drdmatic for normal students (28 to 9 on the average) than for

titPDs '(19 to 16 on the average). Of particular interest, the number of

I

impulsive guessing errors made by,children in the two groups showed opposite

trends. While TRPD subjects had made an average of only 2 such errors, when

tested at the end of the alphabetic period,-they now made.a 'average of 4
,

guessing errors apiece. Normal-tubjects, on the othei. hand, had been making

4 such ert%ors each at the end of the alphabetic period but by the filal

evaluation this had decreased to 2.
"

A number-of conclusions can be drawn from Tsypina's results: On the one

hand, it is obvious that although8the TRPD child acquires reading skills at

a considerably slower rate than does the normal child, he encounters many

of the same problems encountered by the normal child. Matched for stage of

acquisition, the normal and the TRPD child are.Much alike oh many variables

of reading" erformance. On the other.tiand, however, it is also clear that

the capacities ofIthe TRPD child can not be simply equated with those of the
.

younger normal. To the contrary, there are some problems-in reading ac:-

quisition which appear to be palicurarly characteristic of TRIT. In general-,

these difficulties mirror those already discusse0 in the previous review of

the experimental literature. For example, tie fact that TRPD children pre



.. ,

capable of reasonable fluency iri retelling a story whioh they have read but
.

, '
, ,

,

*tl-Mt reading and reielling,apparentl? proceed without comprehension of the

.)

6

4

itogical relatian inhhrent.

:(ilso repart

, ,

'n the s.tary

197.4)' of the
7 '

iestronglY remihisceit of the findings

Pdandelion ,story" experiment.- In

that rask,- which involved lidiening.to g story, as. in this-task, which required
C ...

. , . . .

. , \

reading, LRPD subjects, did not as a rule appear to suffer from either an,

0 , .

impoverished language abi.j.ity.dr a deficiency,in rote memory capacity, but

.,

rather, from a relative inability to extract the important.logicel relations
, ,

1 . . . ,

' from the inforration with which they had been presented.
4 , - ,

°-\

Mother characteristic' manifested by TRPP subjects in reading which
4 7 : 6 r

. c
appears to reinforce previous findings is a t hdepcy,'tqward increased im-

pulsivity. The existence of an increase in ehe ndhber of-impulsive 'guesses'
' I 1

by TRPDs over the codrse.of he second half of the experimental year, despite

the,subjects' increased age and improved beading skill; corroborates the

findings of high TRPD impulsivity reported by'Lubovskii'(1972).; using a

motor-conditioned response task, by Egorova (1969), in a visual analyaie task,

and by Zharenkova (1972), employing model construction. Apparentry,.im-
,

pulsivity i5 broadly characteristic of the performance of the TRPD child.

ti

Unfortunately, hoOever, as was the case with the Zharenkova.and Egorova studies,

it is difficult to know whether the impulsivity manifested by TRPD!children

in reading is primarily a function of an inability to inhibit immediate're-

,
sponse to stimulation (as it was presumed to be in the Lubovskii paradigm)

.

or of underdevelopedvisual'analytic abilities. 'Indeed, it is quite possible

that TRPD children suffer in some measure from both, If so, the question

of which is the primary and which is the derived deficit must be ]eft to

future research.

att
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Echicational Programming for Children with TRPD

Like, the psychological research with TRPD Children whidh has just been

revi2.2td,'Soviee work on educational diagnosis and the development of in-'

Atructiopalvrogiams for the learning disabled child is of recent inception.

4- .

The programs whicH fieryexist are still much in the.exftrimental stages
,

K
Descriptions of portions of this experimental programming have been provided

by r ekelis-(1971) and by iiikashing:(1972)..
2

e
.

While a'debailed review of the specific curridular materials and methods

currently under development in the USSR would be far beyond the scope of
4 -

0
OAS paper, there:area number of general principles of educational program

aevelopMent'in the Soviet literature which bear discussion. These principles

are evident in virtually all of the,..specific curriculardescriptions which

have so, far been'made available, and they are structured so as to compliment

the diagnostic experimentalexperimental psychologIcal.research with TRPD children

wh'ich hai alrea y beeh describwd.

Although Sov sources-,have'not summarized the principles which guide

educationaLdevelo-pment for the learning disabled child in precisely this .

4way,-it'w6u d appear to be generalLy.in keeping with' the .spirit of Soviet
1

educational rograrmni rg to coriside'r the.main characteristics,af their

*4

° approach under the following six head' gs:- 1) Integration of instruction

ith systematic Observation; 2)' design of'materials and methods based on

task analysis; 3) individualization of instruction;j4) gradual transition to

,

independent performance; 5) coordination:of theory with practice; and,

) emphasis on motivational variables, Each of these will be briefly

discussed in turn.
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Integration of instruction with systematic observation-, One of the

prOminent goals of ,Soviet educational programming is to arrange the instruc-

tional procepa in such a way that the teacher has "extensive and current daily

infOrmation on the state of the pupil's knowledge" (Korolev, 4962, page 55).

Only with such information will the teacher be able to gear^the materials and

methods employed in instruction to.the changing needs of the,child.. rn 'order

to achieve that goal, systematic observation ofthe child's performance in the

classroom must be built into the curriculum itself.

An example of the/way tri which observation of the child's performance can

1,

be integrated into the classroom and employed ift,the creation of appropriate in-

structional techniques has,been provided in summary fashion by Nikashina (1972)

in a description of the results of' a ear-long observation of TRPD childrerr

pla6ed in an experimental class. Although the intent of this section to'deal'

only with themajorprinciples'of programming exhibited by the Soviet TRPD
.$

educational literature will generally require 'the exclusion of detail, two

t

specific aspects of Nikashina's report are nonetheless of interest for their

relation to general principles. The first is thatthe observations which she

described are clearly focused a'two levefs, at the general debilatory \

'characteristics of the TRPIJ learner and at the task specific prOblems which

he encbunters, in the mastery of paiticular &kills. It is evident that informa-

tion derived from both levels of abseivation-is essential to th'e development

of a thoroughly appropriatecurrieulum. The second aspect of her report of

. , interest here is encompassed by tote results of her general level observation.

TRPD children in thisexperithental classroom appeared to be hampered in the

learning of new material across tasks by: 1) substantial gaps in their.

A $
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knowledge;,2) .a high degree of impulsivity; 3) difficUlty in the spontaneous.

generalizatidn and transfer of information; and 4) heightened, fatigability

and 'cdasequent frevint attentional lapses. These observations obviously

_compliment the experimental results. already reviewed, but more importantly for

our
~
present purposes, each can as Well be seen to be reflected in theform of

the sliatific implementation fdr,TTIPD -hildren of the general principles ,of

'instructional _ ich remain to be discussed.
I

7.

7
be si-n of materials and methods based on task analysis. The most succes's-

e

f instiuctional proihations aye tho'se which 'analyze the logical structure

oE a task and break it up, into its components in a coherent fashion without

. -

losing sight of the task as,1 hoie (Monoszon, 1963). _Thus, Soviet educational
.

. . .
. -

progralining ip based On an'ana/ysis of task requirements, and these,in combi-
..,

0

nation with the formation obtained' rpm Observations of .trengths and

w6akneaset.,othe 'children 6Y be taught joItly drterminethe materials and

.

methods of instruction to be employed.

?

The specific implications of pis principle for educational' programming
.

with TRPD children are several. First, when planning instruction for the
1 ;

.
disabled iesarner, the specification of knowledge prerequisite to successful

.% ,..
7

. -

ttery of-a new task must proceed with Particular care. As noted by Nikashina
? -

'

,
.,

' (1972),..the TRPD child is likely to (lave' gaps in his knowledgeknowledge:-
v

, Which the normal-student might be almost automa ically assumed-to bring to
A

, .

ti

the task of learning..:
.

Careful specMcation of prerequisite information
a

allows the7*teicher td assess the child's readiness fOr instruction and, when

g%
necessary, to, begin instruction with 1:essons direcke&

'toward

pioviding the

.

th the knpwledge,cshich'he willneed. In the Soviet literature, in
4

.
,
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. . %.
.

., . .
.other words, there.is a -heavy emphasis placed on the necessity of carefu ,pre-

paratlory work with TRPD children (Monoszon, 1963: 1.0.9qina, 1964):7:----
.. , ,

A second imPfiCation of the task analysis principle for work with TRPD

studdnts is that specification, of the higher-order techniques for the or niza-.

ion of information seeking,activity appropriate to a p icular tasktm stvalso

`' be given carefil attention. The self-organization of activity ximally

effective extraction of information from task materials is another area in
2

which TRPDichildren are often particularly ,peak. These organizational skills

should include logical methods of searching for problem solution (Menchinskaia

and Kalmykuva, 1463), observational techniques to improve the ch ld's access

Az,

t6 information in the situation (Nikashina, 1972) and =hods of s f-control

geared to increase-the child's ability to inhibid his immediate response to

stimulation when appropriate (cf., Pekelis, 1971, for a description of a number

of-interesting techniques for the training of inhibition). The importance

which Soviet educators place upon providing the child with the tools for the

self - organization of activity is perhaps best reflected in astatement by
t

Montaigne whiCh is quoted approvingly by Korolkv (1962): "'If you know some-

thing by heart you do not necessarily kipw.it'; 'A well ordanized head is better

than a well filled one.'" (page 58).

ndividua ion. The importance of individualizing in-

structional techniques to match the particular strengths and weaknesses of

the 1 arner and particularly the TRPD learner 7.s one of the most commor.'.y

mentione characteristics of good educational,programming in the Soviet litera-

tu'te (Kdtolev;_1962; Menchinskaia and Kalmykova, 1963; Monoszon, 1963; and

many othe4). As Korolev (1962) reiterates: "The use of a rationalsyscem

IIr
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of methods in teaching fundamentals and an individual approach to pupils are

the Most important conditibns for the prevention of failure and repeating"

(pAge 53).

In the case of the TRPD student, the principle of individualized instruc-
!

tion is particullavlyinmRortant since the level of the child's abilities in an

array of different tasks requiring different procesSing skills may vary widely.

This wide variation,' when properly and individually diagnosed, allows the, teacher

to draw upon skills which the TRPD child has mastered to compensate at least

partially for his deficiencies. As Krutetskii (cited in Menchinskaia and

Kalmykova, ,1963) formulated the general principle, it is a question of "attack

on weaknesses from positions of strength" (page 12). What the child is good

at should be employed in the teaching of skills which have yet to be mastered.

It is probably worth remarking at this point that this instructional design

pr.inciple of the individualization of the learning experience can only be

followed when the ideal of a substantial role for the teacher in ongoing

educational observation and diagnosis, as previously discusded, is also met.

the integration of observation and instruction and the individualization of

that instruction so as to make the most of potential compensations afforded by

the child's developmental strengths must go hand in hand.

Gradual transition to independent performance.

In order for the tsacher to be involved in instruction and observation in

an individualized fashion, all of his instructioual time cannot be spent in

group lessons, recitations,.oral review and the like. There is evidence

(Korolev, 1962; Menchinskaia and Kalmykova, 1963; Mouoszon, 1963) that this

traditional format for education is being gradually replaced an the Soviet
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Union by an approach which emphasizes the child's own active and independent

approach to the learning materials. As Korolev (1962) points out, the teacher's

role should be one of organizinvindependent work. "The procesi whereby new,

knowledge is acquired must change fundamentally. It must not be an explanation

of the material by the teacher with the pupils listening attentively; it must

be the organization of the acquisition ofitsw knowledge by the upils during
T a,

the lesson itself" (page 56). This is echoed by Monosson who notes that

"the key to increasing t'he effectiveness pf the teaching process'ia to direct

the independent thinking activity of every single pupil" (page 22).

'Unfortunately, however, transition to independent performaSce is a partic-

ularly difficdlt principle to follow with the TRPD child, who usually suffers

most in tasks which require his independent organisIng activity. In addi-

tion to 'instructing the'child in the use of specific organizational tec.hniqu-,

as already noted, onewhy of achieving this goal with TRPD students is to p:o-

vide the child with a much bro ader series of lessons than his"orstally,develop-
t.

ing peers so that there is a gradual transition from the iiipplestaiWis which !,

he is required to master to those which are more.boimples,'(Ni hina, 1912)
N

The teacher should start with that which the ch ildAcaows but not spend'too much

14itime on it, alWays providing him with tasks ti make think and use)what

he kiimoe actively (Korolev, 1963). Althoii*ittmay be necessary for the

teacher to be more actively involved with 14 5hild'at'the beginning .of--a
3,-

learning sequence, properly designed instruction progressively teihs* the

-4, ,_,, ,,,,

activity to .the student, freeing theqes0er for orlanizatii-Wand'Obattuation.
t,

,
: 0-

Coordination of theory with practice. The impoitanid of the. teach i's

A
i Vd .-14

continually correlating factuel\erlhatial with practical generalizations,
(

1
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on,

verbally'communicated information with action in a practical context, is
4v

,

:also one of the most commonly cited Principles of Soviet educatiop -(Korolev,

.
s r

.
. ,

.
.

1962; Menchinskaia and KalmykO6, 1963; Monoszon, 1963;-and Nikashina,/1972).
. ,

.

The close integration of both theoretical knowledge and practical skill is

thought to improve both by providing a basis for deeper, comprehension (4 theory

and more knowledgable and better organized action. Although this principle is

observed in instructional developmeht in all content areas,(Menchinskaia and

Kalmykova, 1963), it is thought to be particularly 41:fortant in subjects' wh

have a specifically theoretical character, such as mathematics. Thus, for

example, the child is not only taught to think mathematically, but toAhink

mathematically about objects and to apply his mathematical knowledge to objects

(cf., Pekelis, 1971, and alushina, 1964, fondetails of mathematical curricula).

This emphasis on the practical application of knowledge and on the teach-

ing of new, skills in a practical context helps in part to overcome the TRPD

child's well- documented difficulties iii discrimination and the appropriate

generalization and transfer of newly learned material. This is particularly

true, as Nikashina (1972) has noted, when'. the TRPD child is provided with both

a deliberately broad seriesYof lessons and specific experiences in the general-
,

lzatipnand transfer of new knowledge to practical work. In,addition,

Menchingkaia And Kalmykova (1963) suggest the' necessity of systematically

varying the Material to be used'in instruction. Poor students in particular

suffer from theimonotony of exerdlses, tending to fall quickly inteva mechanical,

steredtypedand iryariat5ly impulsive responding. -In order to keep.the student

actively involved in learning, force him to extend his knowledge an

\ 4 v

finer discriminations which can serve as the basis for appropriate
/

and t,ransfer, the teacher should te:"method of sq- called

d to make

neralization

intermittent
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contrz!sting.":. wherein the pupil is first introduced to one cif two'slmiAar concen,ts or
1 ,

rules, then a second concept is introduced on.cthe basis-of a comparison with

the first. By comparing both ,concepts or rules, tie pupils are able to single

-out their similarities and to emphasize those features indicaiing.their dif-
. /

ferences. Next?the pupils are given exerc5se'whVre the tw'new.ideas.are

alternated"(Menchinskaia and Kalmykova, 1963, page 11). Proteeding in this

way, the aild is kept actiyely engaged in'the process of picking up informa-

tion and formulating rules on the basis of that informition. When this
.

-,-

!,

.

structional approach is coupled with an active correlation of rules;to practical

activity with ol:;jects,'it contributes greatly ::o providing the TRPD child

P
a

frith Pit aplropriate Its is for the generalization and transfer of new learning.
,

.

Empasis on motivational variables. The student's attainment of increas-

ing independence in learning is obviously intimately related to. his level of-
,

motivation. This, together with a characteristtb concern in the Soviet Union
.

with issues relati.,..g to socio-motivational development o "upbringing,d.has

led t.0:3 a systematic emphasis- on motivational issues in Soviet educational

programming. -4A'number.,of the principles of instructional design already
. 4 : I 1
diAcussed can be.se n to be related to these issues: Thus, for example,-'one

"of the benefits, of cateful task analysis and specification of knowledge pre-
. .

requisite to instruction in various skills lies in the fact that providing.

.the child -with the infiOrimation which he 11 need to know pr=ior to beginning.

instruction gr reducps the potential for instruction to be frustrating.'

Similarly, variation in le6Ains and instruction in the context of practical

activity, while it assists the child in the generalization and transfer of new

dearning also helps to avoid the monotonous repetition of material which



4

can reduce the childi

(Korolev, 1962).

.
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Otivation go engage himself actively in the task

In addition to the positive motivational components of these general prin-
t

ciples, there, are-some. specific.Aechnigges_empIoyed by Soviet teachers to
.'*)

increase-thechild-ta motivation. One such Zohnique which is 'particularly

, .

helpful with the%TRP%child whoSeAterests tend often to be more focused on

,..,. , * " \ t
....
et play than Qn the. learning of academic skill is the use of klay in teaching.

..z..- .

, -;-,i

hlt, the ,early ages, instruci-ohmav be'leu,larlylonly,tncidental to .play, with,

he ratio of play 'to instructcdn changing only, very gradually over time (of,

1)Elke1is, for Cgood description of this-4approach); and evert at older ages
.^ ) 4

('!enchinskaiaind Kalmyk v 1963J, the use of didactic gamma in which the

child may, for example, learn a number of 'simple- mfihepatical concepts while

"playing" st.Ore ivquite coomou.

Ely, peer-ietching and peer 'oueagement are essenti part of

the mutivational structure of. the,classiooM. .hq peer gro4, or "children's
,, 3

N

collective, is organized lo promote-the succe.ss of each individual student
.

(Munch
,

aia and Kalmykova? 19Q). You4C3rga iza
51

s such as the Young

.. ',41. Z 4)

Pioneers and Komsomol foster "AuFdal study and,work assistance, and various
%

Hinds of extracurricular activit};, such as study (Voles

.4
sub3ects, lessons' t ork, etc.AMonoszon, 1Q63, page

\Conclusion.

olympiads in school

\

ilough psychologItal resea4s1 and educational programming with the
)

Hyini_ng dis=abled child is a relatively new Aspect_ of Soviet defectology4i

can be seen that Major steps have already ,been' taken to provide these children
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with,scientifically designed opportunities for the development of their full
0,

potential. Furthermore, the research and experimental instrUctonal programming

which has been completed gives promise of even re 'fruitful wklk to follow.

No major factors apparently, contribute'td the potential shown by Soviet de-
,

fectology in this area. First, the hdministraIve organization ofSoviet

defectological work, unified as it is undbr''the Institute of Defectology, appears7
.

i to be highly conducive to the fruitful interaction f research'an practice.

Second; the intellectual organization of Soviet defectology, characteri'Z'd by
4 , /

Y -,-the relatively close integration oltspilosophical.principle, poc °logical
,, , \

.

,

research and theorization,kand instructional design seems I suited td foste.
. y

ing the development of a consciously dilrected, psycholOgic#11y and, autationally
.

, l tt
.,.

.

41 .
f

valid instructional program for the learning disabled4hild.- 4 -

i

In the Soviet Union, philosophical c4,rection provides a reasonabW.icohdent,..

metatheoretical system for psychology and .prescribes a close interaction be-. ,

,
tween research geared to produce knowledge and application of knowledge. to,

#/..,-

improve prabtical action. Psychological and,psychophysiological Tesearch con-
-

\-
4k,.tributes to the improvement`?ef multi-faceted differential-diagnosisand provides

information concerning the development of childir's processing capacities
.

10;

essential for the design of effective instructional materials and methods.

Lastly, Soviet educational programming is apparently already beginning 4E° embody

many ofthe prinCiples 'which Kaye issued from both philosophical discussion and
\ =

psychological research and it gives precise of moving quickly,frmn''theAx-
,

perimental stage to the provision of broad-scale instructional ,rograms

11.

tailored to meet.the special needs of the leariing disabled child. It the

coming years, it will be interesting to obser'Ve the0degree to which this prdmise'e
5, 4

is fulfilled.
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Table 1.

Range and distribution of performance of normal,

) TRPD, and MR subjects on a visual analysis task

Performance Level 'Number of Features.
Named

Percentage of Subjects
at Each Level

N6rmal TRPD

Pre training .

High i2 - 20 6C

Medium High 8 - 11 40 27 15

Medium Low 4- 7 73 65

Low 2-3 - _ 20

Post training

High 16 :22 85

Mediiml High 11- 15 15 5g

f' Medium

4 c
4

6-10

4 - 5

47 55



Table 2.

Approximate mean latencies, quadratic deviations (QD), and total error

scores for normal, TRPD, and MR subjects in an auditory vigilance task

Group

Distract.ion Condition

Noise Music Story

Latency Latency Latency
msecs. QD , errors msecs. QD errors msecs: QD errors

0 420' 103

575 194 6

0 645 257. 64
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